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INTRODUCTION

A close comparison of Fielding’s novel, Joseph Andrews, with its French
translation by the Abbe” Desfontaines (1744), has been made to the end that
some of those important differences between the English and the French liter¬
ary viewpoints of the eighteenth-century might be revealed*

The problem of

the interrelationships and interaction of the two literatures during this
period has long been a matter of interest to students in the field of compara¬
tive literature*
relationships.

There are many facets involved in an investigation of these
Aside from the narrower purpose of forming an estimate of

the fidelity with which the translator made known the English original to
his countrymen, as has been suggested, the real importance of the study con¬
cerns the broader aspects of the problem.

It is hoped that, by means of the

examination, comparison, and evaluation of those differences which may bo
found between the English Joseph Andrews and its French version,

Los A ventures

de Joseph Andrevrs et do Son Ami, Abraham Adams 3 this study may contribute some
additional information to a better understanding of the dissimilarities in
national temperament, background, and training,—or, in a word,

n

taste,n—

which distinguish the literary productions of the two countries.

To what ex¬

tent such changes as may be found are accountable to the traditions of French
literature with its emphasis on definite rules and proprieties in language,
character, and composition, and to what extent to the personal prejudices,
opinions, and experience of the translator himself is an interesting, though
perhaps unanswerable, question*

Joseph Andrews is certainly an apt choice

for the study of this problem, sinoe it is, in a manner of speaking, an ex¬
pression of the essence of the English literary genius of the age*
The most extensive study previously made of. French translations of Eng¬
lish novels during this period is F. H« Vfilcox’s ’’Provost’s Translations of

Richardson’s Novels*”

Prevost was a journalist like Desfontaines, a

literary critic who wrote for Pour at Contraa and the most famous of a
group of ardent Anglophiles*

The translation in 1741 by Auhert de la

Chesnaye-Desbois (?) of Pamela (of which Joseph Andrews is in part a paro¬
dy) is generally taken to mark the beginning of the anglomania which had
formerly interested itself only in the English drama.

The success of Pro¬

vost's work encouraged many more tranlations of English v/orks of fiction*
and it is to this period of enthusiastic activity that Desfontaines's ver¬
sion of Fielding’s novel belongs*
A brief description of some of

Desfontaines’s other efforts as a mem¬

ber of this group is useful in understanding his treatment of Joseph Andrews*
Many years before the mid-century* he translated Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels*
published April, 1727*

In this work* there were so many omissions and sub¬

stitutions that he was obliged to write a letter of apology to Dean Swift
for the extreme liberties he had taken*

He was even more embarrassed by

the anonymous publication of a vastly superior translation which had preceded
his* and which made the deficiencies of the latter even more apparent*

Short¬

ly afterwards* he translated Pope’s ”Rape of the Lock” into French prose*
and wrote for it a chastened but appreciative "Preface*” praising the Eng¬
lish poet*

He especially admired Pope’s translation of the Iliad* which he

reminds the reader ms also commended by Voltaire in his "Essay on Epic
Poetry";

but beyond this* he finds that all proportions are observed in this

poem just as in the most serious epics* and that all the great principles of
the epic are faithfully observed*

These sentiments align him with the con¬

servative neo-classic school which insisted on the observance of the bienseances at all costs*
The following comments quoted from the "Preface" to his translation of
"The Rape of the Lock" (1728) show us thoso features of the English work

■which won his admiration*
"La traduction de ce Poemo Horolcomique, intitule on Anglais, "The
Rape of the Lock," pourra contribuer. a fairs voir 1’orreur du prejuge'
oil nous sommes que la Nation Anglaise n’a en partage" qua le serious &
le profond, et ne peut atteindre oomme nous a la fine plalsanterie, a
la satyr delicate^ ot a 1’elegant badinage* * • • 11 est vrai que les
Voyages de Gulliver .oat deja ccmmencd’a nous detromperj mais comma ils
n’ont pas ete publies en Francais tels qu’ils ont paru en Anglais, &
que le Tradueteur de son aveu a beauooup retranche, & beaucoup ajoute
le suco&s que ce Ldvre a eu en France, en faisant honneur h Monsieur
Swift, qui est 1‘Auteur, nous a toujours laissd* croire que son ouvrage
ayait besoin qu'on y m£t la main, surtout depuis qu’on a vu a Paris,
ces mSraes Voyages de 1’Edition de Hollands, traduits fidellomont & mot
a mot."1
Here he has tried to correct the current Continental impression of the typi¬
cal Englishman as a brooding, melanoholy individual who could not possibly
be associated with humor, as,.well as apologize again for his mutilation of
Swift’s Gulliver*

He goes on to insist that he has made a very literal trans¬

lation of Pope’s poem*

However, there are some indications of his ideas as

to what a translator is obligated to do*
"On n*a rien ajoute. ni rien rotranche j & si elle renfeme quelques dif¬
ferences, ellea sont legeros & dans les regies* Car il est hors de
doute que lorsqu’on traduit, il est quelque fois necessaire de prefe'rer
les expressions e'quivalentes la cellos qui repondent directement & immddiatement aux tenues de 1’original; sans quo! une traduction, pour
Otre trop scrupuleusement fiddle, deviendrait reellement infid&le, &
deshonorerait injustement l’auteur qu’on traduit."
Further significant statements may be observed regarding his opinion of comedy,
of satire, and of propriety in the trea-tment of women, in these lines*
"• * * On y remarque un oomiquo riant, fort eloignd’ du fade burlesque,
des allusions satyrlques, sans $tre offenqantes, des plaisanteries
hardies sans- ©tre trop libres, et des railleries ddlicatee sur le beau
sexe, peut-etre plus capables de lui plaire, que toutes las fleurettes
do nos madrigaux, et de nos Bucoliques modemes* * * * Celui qui publie
aujourd’hui ce poeme en Frangais, attend du publio la reconnaissance
due h. un Voyageur qui apporte dans sa patrie ime fleur des Pa'is stranger*"
Although it is true that some sixteen years elapse before his transla¬
tion of Joseph Andrews, one still finds him with the same enthusiasm for Eng¬
lish literary works, and with the same enjoyment, of the comic*

Hie fact that

he chose to translate Joseph Andrews at all makes it evident that he consis-
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tontly preserved this interest in English humorous works and continued to
make them available in his own country#

The humorous style of Joseph Andrews#

of oourse# is far different from the delicate# imaginative# mock-heroic
style of "The Rape of the Lock,” which would have an obvious appeal to the
French#

It does not seem too far-fetched# however# to keep these earlier

remarks of the translator in mind while considering his translation of this
English novel#
Doubtless his literary opinions did change during this period#

For

example, in this same "Preface" he justifies his use of prose in the trans¬
lation instead of verse# and remarks on the restrictive effect of French rime#
"II ei£t peut-etre ete a propos de le traduire en versj mais outre que
le travail efit ete plus pehible, on n’avait pas lieu d’esperer d’y
rdussir* D,aillours une prose podtique frappe egalement l’imagination
et a une certaine liberte que nos vers n’onk point#"
Some years later in a note to the "Preface" to Joseph Andrews# we find him
still praising the use of prose instead of verse in Fenelon’s epio poem#
"Telemachus#"
verse*

He finds that this poem would be insupportable if written in

The remainder of the note states the usual opinion of Paradise Lost

in France# which was partly conditioned by religious prejudices*

"Malgre

les louanges de Mr# Adisson & du Docteur Atterbury, Eveque de Rochester# sos
Yers sans rime lui font un merits mediocrement superiour "a celui du langage
de Mr# de Fehdlon#"^
There is no apparent appreciation for the English blank verse as used
by Milton in his great epic poem# despite the Frenchman’s seeming approval
of unrimsd verse in the French epic poem# "Telemachus," and his own choice
of "poetio prose" in the translation of Pope’s mock-epic# "The Rape of the
Lock#"
The procedure followed in this study has consisted mainly in a careful
examination of the French translation with reference to the French doctrine

of taste#

The fom, style, language, characterization, and general back¬

ground have been considered!

but the key to the essential differences be¬

tween idle English novel and its French version lies in the treatment of the
women#

I

FIEIDING’S STYLE AND THE IAYJS OF GOOD TASTE

The Frenchman translating an English novel in the eighteenth centuryfound himself automatically obliged to make it conform to the Mens dances
of French criticism*

Applying this general statement to the treatment

-which "Joseph Andrews" received at the hands of the Abbe Desfontaines* we
find that the Frenchman -was faced with a problem of no mean proportions.
It consisted in the extreme "Englishness" of Fielding* s v/ork«>

Any attempt

to isolate this inherent quality is doomed to a degree of failure.

It

would bo somewhat like explaining the point of a joke* for "Joseph Andrews"
is principally a large-scale and magnificently clever joke.

It suffices

to say that Fielding*s use of burlesque, caricature* and picturesque absurdi¬
ties to achieve broad comic effects was certainly not suited to the French
dictums of restraint* noble elevation* and order.

His language* with its

puns* playful ambiguities* and extravagances in expression* figure* and
metaphor* typifies the comic inspiration which also dominates plot* charac¬
ter* and setting.

Thus any alteration required in one by French standards

must necessarily affeot the others.

Accordingly, we will make a careful

examination of Desfontaines*s particular changes with regard to Fielding's
style* form* and language in order to understand those laws of good taste
which governed him* before we proceed to other problems.
A comparison of the two novels with respect to style, form* and lan¬
guage reveals many changes.
losses in translation*

Some of them are in the nature of unavoidable

However* there are other changes which are undoubtedly

deliberate* and fit in with the larger aspect of Desfontaines*s efforts to
adjust the English

novel to French taste.

Alterations of this type are

generally found to be two-edged* i.e. they were intended both to make the

material itself acceptable to French standards of propriety, and to cut
dorm the length of the novel.
For example, one of the typical methods which Desfontaines employs to
accomplish both these ends may be observed in the treatment of chapter
headings.

Fielding’s headings may be either facetious or ironical or merely

nonsensical*

Others are in the form of an argument, summarizing the action

of the chapter*

Of the eighteen chapters in Book I, nine of them - those

to which the above descriptions apply - are changed to straightforward
statements*

Illustrations chosen throughout the novel show the deliberate

consistency rath which the Abbe* condenses material and, at the same time,
destroys the playfulness characteristic of Fielding*
Book I - Chapter VII ’’Sayings of Wise Men* A Dialogue Between the lady
and Her KAld$ & a Panegyric, or Rather Satire, on
the Passion of Love in the Sublime Style*”
"Dialogue entre Lady Booby & Slipslop*
eioge do 1’amour*"

Sublime

"TJhat Passed between the lady and Mrs* Slipslops
in which wo prophesy there are some strokes which
every one will not truly comprehend at the first
Reading*”

- Chapter IX

"Recit de ce qui se passe entre lady Booby & Slip¬
slop*”
- Chapter XI

"Of se\eral Hew Matters not expected”
"Voyage de Joseph"

Book H - Chapter I

”0f Divisions in Authors”
"De la Division dos Parties d’un Livre"

- Chapter V

"A Dreadful Quarrel Which Happened at the Inn
Where the Company Dined, with Its Bloody Conse¬
quences to Mr. Adams"
"Quoixelle Arrivee dans l’Hotellorie"

- Chapter VII

”A very short Chapter in which Parson Adams went
a great Way*"
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"Co qui arrive"a Mr* Adams eloigns du Coohe"
- Chapter XII

"A vary delightful Adventure, as well to the
Persons concerned as to the good-natured Reader”
”Renoontre singuliere"

Book HI-Chapter IX

"Containing as surprising and bloody Adventures
as can be found in this or perhaps any other
authentic History"
"Qui contient des Aventures sanglantos"

- Chapter X

"A Discourse between the Poet and the Player} of
no other Use in this History but to divert the
Reader"
"Dialogue entre un Poeto & un Comedian"

Book 3V - Chapter IV

"A short Chapter, but very full of Matter} parti¬
cularly the arrival of Mr* Booby and his lady"
"Arrives do Mr* Booby & do Pamela son Epouse"

- Chapter V

"Containing Justice Business} Curious Precedents
of Depositions, and other Matters necessary to bo
perused by all Justices of the Peace and their
Clerks"
"Cause & effets do la sortie;

- Chapter VI

de Mr* Booby"

"Of which you are desired to read no more than
you like"
"Joseph Andrews couche au chateau* Dialogue entre
lady Booby & Slipslop sa Suivante*"

In Book II, Chapter I, we find this statement added to the Frenoh texts
"•••A jo mo garde bien de tomber dans lo cas de quolques-uns de mes Confreres,
qui epuisent si fort leur science pour la construction des litres, qu’il no
leur rests rion pour le corps de l’Ouvrage*"^ This may partly explain the
Abbe’s prejudice against cleverness in chapter headings, and his substitu¬
tion of a literal statement for a facetious one*
In lino v/ith the excision of much humor and the condensing of material
in chapter headings, the longer humorous or ironical passages developed by
Fielding are also condensed.or omitted*

Suoh passages as this one in which Fielding is really serious and makes
use of irony in describing Parson Adams’s situation are written up literally
by the Frenchman#
"His Virtue* and his other Qualifications* as they rendered him equal
to his Office* so they made him an agreeable and valuable Companion*
and had so much endeared and well recommended him to a Bishop* that
at the Age of Fifty he was provided with a handsome Income of twentythree Pounds a Years which* however* he oould not make any great Figure
with* because he lived in a dear country* and was a little encumbered
with a Wife and six Children#"**
One would think that the Abbe* who shows himself to be sympathetic to Adams
throughout the remainder of the novel, would preserve the irony which Field¬
ing employs on behalf of the poverty-stricken clergyman*

But instead, he says*

"Pour revenir a notre Vicaire* son rare merits lui avait procure' cot
emploi* dont il s’acquitait trbs dignement en mourant de faims car il
ne lui rapportait quo 500 livres* & il avait une femme avoc six enfants."
This more literal paraphrase certainly weakens the punchline supplied by the
English authoro
A similar destruction of the effect of Fielding*s style is seen in this
treatment of a speech by Slipslop*

She assures Adams that Lady Booty wouldn’t

consider leaving Joseph behind when she leaves for London beoause "***she
would as soon think of parting with a Pair of her Grey Mares* for she values
herself as much on one as on the other*

Desfontaines translates this j

"••«& olio l’aime* Dieu me pardonne* plus que sea grands chevaux gris-pommoles*"
Digressions and personal intrusions of the author upon the reader are
sometimes left in and sometimes omitted*

Desfontaines does not seem to have

objected to those interruptions of the narration as suoh* but rather seems
guided by the content of the passage.

As is the case with the chapter head¬

ings* a sentence suoh as the following whioh is put in merely for the sake of
playfulness is omitted.

"I would quote more great men if I could* but my

memory not permitting me* I will proceed to exemplify these Observations by
the folloY&ng Instanco;o»**

6

He is not so consistent in the treatment of

* 4 -

thoso passages where the author directly addresses the reader, a conspicuous
feature of Fielding’s style#

We are always consoious of his pulling the

strings and maneuvering the scenery between acts#

One of these passages,

taken from Book I, contains a moralizing generalization upon the author’s
purpose, which is to edify the reader#

It is ironically meant as Fielding

intended it, but Desfontaines does it straight#
"Wo hope, there, a judicious Reader will give himself some Pains to
observe, that we have so greatly laboured to describe, the different
Operations of this Passion of Love in the gentle and cultivated Mind
of Lady Booby, from those which it effected in the less polished and
coarser Disposition of Mrs* Slipslop#”?
"C’est pourquoi l’auteur se flate qu’un Lecteur judicieux prendra la
peine de remarquer une chose qu’il a ou grand soih d’exprimers c’esth-dire, la difference des effets qua 1*amour produisait our l’esprit
raisonnable & cultivd de lady Booby, & des mouvements qu’il fit naltre
ohez Slipslop, fille brutale & emportee#”®
In Book II at the beginning of Chapter XII, Fielding addresses a word of warn
ing to the reader before he describes the charms of Fanny#
”##*and indeed, Reader, if thou art of an amorous Hue, 1 advise thee
to skip over the next Paragraph? which, to render our History perfect,
we are obliged to set down, humbly hoping that we may escape the Fate
of Pygmalions for if it should happen to us or to thee, to be struck
with this Picture, we should be perhaps in as helpless a Condition as
narcissus, and might say to ourselves, quod petis est nusquam# Or,
if the finest Features in it should set •Uidy —’s Image before our
Eyes, we should be still in as bad a situation, and might say to our
Desires, Coelum ipsum petimus stultitia#”9
This passage is eliminated and, since the translator has no objection to a
display of learning and Latin, supposedly the reason must be that he finds it
questionable in taste#

On yet another occasion in Book IX, however, an in¬

offensive aside to the reader concerning Joseph and Fanny is deleted*
”lndeed, I have been often assured by both, that they spent these Hours
in a most delightful Conversation? but, as I never could prevail on
either side to relate it, so I cannot canmunioate it to the Reader#”^®
which must mean that the subject of the passage, rather than the intrusion cf
the author’s personality determines whether it will go or stay0
It is notable -that the lines omittsd frequently contain some of Fielding

most delightful comments on the way of the world, but these were probably
regarded by the Frenchman as worthless digressions*

Such an observation as

this one on the prisoner who escaped, “**.declining all ostentation, & not
ohusing, in imitation of some great men, to distinguish himself at the ex¬
pence of being pointed at*

is cut out, as is Fielding’s comment that he

finds himself convinced of the constable’s innocence, assured of it by those
who received their informations from hie own mouths “whioh, in the opinion
of some moderns, is the bost and only evidence*

One fines a similar instance

when Joseph discovers that Parson Adams has left his sermons at home*

He

sees there was no room for them in the saddlebags, ”•*•& not being of that
sect of Philosophers who can reduce all the matter of tire lYbrld into a Hutshell,•»«."

IS

immediately infoms the good man of his forgetfulness*

The inook-horoic similes which often occur at the beginning or end of a
chapter are usually left out or paraphrased in order to shorten the novel*
For example, the remark, near the beginning of Chapter V, that Squiro Booby’s
death interrupted those walks “which probably would have soon puffed up the
Cheeks of Fame, and caused her to blow her brazen Trumpet through the town:**.*
is out out.
A more extended sample of Fielding*s use of this device is found at tho
opening of Chapter VIII, Book I*
M

IJow the Rake Hesperus had called for his Breeches, and, having well
rubbed his drowsy Eyes, prepared to dress himself for all Eightj by
whose Example his Brother Rakes on Earth likovdso leave those Beds in
whioh they had slept away the Day, How Thetis, the good Housewife,
began to put on the Pot, in order to regale the good Han Phoebus after
his daily labours were over* In vulgar language, it was in the Even¬
ing when Joseph attended his Lady’s orders,
The omission of this paragraph both shortens the material and wipes out an
immoral insinuation implicating Joseph and lady Booby*
A similar passage in Book III is cut out for tho same reason*
as the second paragraph of the chapter*

It occurs

"That beautiful young lady the Homing now rose from her Bed, and with
a Countenance blooming with Frosh Youth and Sprightliness, like Miss -*,
and soft Dews hanging on her pouting Lips, began to take her early
Walk over the eastern Hills5 and presently after, that gallant Person
the Sun stole softly from his Wife?s Chamber to pay his Addresses to
herSo,..n16
It is re-phraseds ”Le Soleil ccmmenqait a se lever quand le Gentilhomme pro_17
posa au Ministre****"
The translator chooses to follow the some procedure with this delightful
spsoimen of Fielding’s invention, i«e« to condense material and do away with
the reflection on Adams#

It is omitted#

H

As the Cat or Lap-dog of some lovely Nymph, for whom ten thousand
Lovers languish, lies quietly by the side of the chaining Maid, and,
ignorant of the Scene of Delight on which they repose, meditates the
future Capture of a Mouse, or Surprizal of a Plato of Bread and Butter*
so Adams lay by the side of Fanny,**#*"
The oare which Desfontaines consistently exhibits to preserve a proper
moral tone is confirmed by his handling of Fielding’s serious apostrophe to
Vanity at the end of Chapter XV, Book I*

Fielding makes a lengthy review of

the human sins and vices which are blamable on vanity*

Then he tricks his

reader with his last paragraph, giving the whole passage a mocking, rather
than serious, tone*
n

I know thou wilt think that whilst I abuse thee I court thee, and that
thy Love hath inspired mo to write this sarcastical Banegyrick on thooj
but thou art deceived* I value thee not of a farthings nor will it
give me any Pain if thou shouldBt prevail on the Header to censure this
Digression as arrant Nonsensej for know, to thy Confusion, that I have
introduced thee for no other purpose than to lengthen out a short Chap¬
ter, and so I return to my History."18
The Frenchman omits this last twist and, thus, not only shortens tho chapter
but preserves tho moralizing comments of the apostrophe*
As has been demonstrated, it is customary for Desfontaines to omit or
paraphrase these fanciful similes at the beginning or end of a chapter, but,
to make a general statement covering the entire novel, the favorite spot to
condense material or out it out is at the end of a chapter*
-
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-

Linking remarks

of a facetious or ironical type are usually expunged, and what he must have
considered unimportant details are left out*

One instance in which a not-

so-insignificant detail is oarelessly disposed of is found at the end of
Chapter IX, Book III*
direction*

Fanny is being abducted by the Captain at the Squire’s

Parson Adams and Joseph, after doing valiant battle, have been

defeated and secured*

Then, "The Servants***departed towards their master;

but happened to take a different Road from that which the Captain had fallen
into*"20

This accident, of course, leads to Fanny’s being freed by the two

amod horsemen, but the translation indicates that the whole crowd was to¬
gether*

If this had boon the case, their numbers alone would probably have

prevented Fanny’s rescue.
Similarly, a general statement applying to the novel in its entirety
may be made regarding the manner in which the Abba* chops up Fielding’s long,
clause-filled sentences into briefer ones*

Fielding^is capable of cramming

a whole episode into one sentence, such as this one from the "History of Mr.
Wilson*”
”1 began to reflect with pleasure that she was not my Wife, and to con¬
ceive an intention of parting with her; of which having given her a
Hint, she took care to prevent mo the Pains of turning her out of doors,
and accordingly departed herself, having first broken open my Escritoire,
and taken with her all she could find, to the amount of about 200
pounds*”21
Hero is the Desfontaines version.
"Je commenqais a me dire avoo joios Dieu soit loud", elle n’est pas ma
femme, & je puis m’en defaire. Un jour quo j’etais piqud', je lui fis
seirtir quo je pourrais me lasser h la fin* Elle prit aussi-t8t son
parti* Dee que je fus dehors, elle fit crocheter mon cabinet, & m’importa
tout ce que j’avais, c’est-a-diro la valour d’environ deux mllle ecus*"22
The effect of rapidity and smoothness in narration is not so strong*
The employment of paraphrase, the omission of whole paragraphs, and oc¬
casional additions to the original, force the Frenchman to adopt a new form
of paragraphing*
-

8

-

Another factor which alters the form of the novel in translation is the
substitution of dramatic dialogue for Fielding’s method of indirect narra¬
tion®

Two examples* one chosen from Book III and one from Book IV* represent

a direct change in the form of the translation which can be observed through¬
out the book®

The first concerns Fanny’s conversation with her abductor®

"At last he changed his Note* and attempted to soothe and mollify her*
by setting forth the Splendor and luxury which would be her Fortune with
a Man who would have the Inclination* and Power too, to give her whatever
her utmost Wishes could desire3 and told her he doubted not but she would
soon look kinder on him* as the Instrument of her Happiness* and despise
that pitiful Follow whom her Ignorance only could make her fond of<» ^
"Dans peu* lui dit-il, vous me regardorez ccmme le meilleur de vos amis*
puisque je suis 1’instrument dont la fortune so sert pour vous clever au
comble de la felioite'® Allons* ajouta-t-il* soyez sage* & meprisez ce
miserable \ qui vous alliez vous oacrifier* si je n’etais venu vous urracher de ses mains; c’ost votre ignorance qui vous a fait fairs un choix
11
si indigne de vous. 2The second illustration (from Book IV) is Squire Booby’s speeoh concern¬
ing the truth of the Pedlar’s story#
"Mro Booby now desired them all to suspend their Curiosity and absolute
Belief or Disbelief till the next Morning* when he expected old Mr. An¬
drews and his V/ifo to fetch himself and Pamela home in his Coach, and
then they might be certain of perfectly knowing the truth or falsehood
of this Relation; in which* he said* as there were many strong Circum¬
stances to induce their Credit* so he could not perceive any Interest
the Pedlar could have in inventing it* or in endeavoring to impose such
a Falsehood on them,
"fir* Booby les pria tous do suspondro lour jugemont* en attendant l’arrivee
du vieux Andrews & de sa femme* qu’il attendait le lendemain, les aiant
invite's I’un & l’autre de venir le reprendre dans son equipage* pour rotoumer ensemble ohez lui.
"Alors* dit-il* nous apprendrons la vorite'.
Cependant je vous avoue que je panche h croire le re*cit de ce bon Irlandais* parce qu’il me parait rempli do circonstances extremement vraisemblables. D’ailleurs quel interest a-t-il de vouloir nous tromper?"26
The introductory "Letter,” which purports to be from an English lady to her
French friend at Montpellier* gives us a clue tc the Abbey’s fondness for dialogue.
He calls Fielding "one of our good dramatic authors* who is principally successnr?

ful in tho comic scone."

This is amply demonstrated by the great number of

brilliant passages scattered throughout his book* and "particularly by his
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dialogues* for ivhioh ho possesses the highest degree of talent."**®

The Fronoh-

man seems to have so admired this trait of Fielding’s style that he expanded
it on his own*
There are several passages which reveal more extensive omissions.

For

example* in Chapter XII* Book I* the dirty jokes made By the larger in the
coach on poor Joseph’s condition are omitted.

The jokes would not only have

been offensive* but were made in the form of puns in legal language which is
untranslatable.

Desfontaines explains this by way of a footnote* saying that

the lawyer's conversation contains British legal terms.
In the same chapter are found omissions whioh are less lengthy but fit
into th8 same frame of preserving good taste.

The French version does not

describe the brutal beating given Joseph by the robbers after they have knocked
him out.

The brutality and cruelty of this passage is somewhat softened.

In Book II* Chapter IF* the letter from Horatio to Leonora and her answer
to him are completely excluded* which was doubtless to shorten a rather long
chapter.
The third extensive omission occurs in Chapter XI* Book II* when Parson
Adams and Fanny are brought before the justice.

The crude remarks addressed

to Fanny regarding the English custom at law with regard to the treatment of
pregnant women is left out.

The coarseness of these remarks would justify

this* but it is odd that the Abbe deleted a passage which he troubled to ex¬
plain in the,,Eolairissement,,for Book II.
The scene which follows* in which Adams is badgered by file wit* is also
expunged.

The reason may be that Adams* while displaying his superior knowl¬

edge of Iatin* is led* in the heat of anger* to wager with the wit.
A minor excision occurs in Chapter FII* Book III* in which Parson Adams
is "roasted” by the cruel squire and his friends.

The verses made by the

"dull Poet" ridiculing the Parson’s poor clothing and odd appearance are out:
—
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out*

Aside from these specific points and the usual sort of paraphrase em¬

ployed throughout the novel, there are no ohanges in these "broadly humorous
scenes*
Desfontainos’s treatment of the numerous episodes of violence and may¬
hem in which our adventurers participate on the road shows very few changes.
The quarrel at the inn "between Adams and the Host (Book II, Chapter V) in
which Adams is covered with a pan of hog’s blood and Slipslop demolishes the
Hostess, is unaltered*
The same sort of broad farce is found in Adame’s visit to Trulliber
(Book II, Chapter XIV) and is retained as-is*

The account of Fanny’s struggles

with the Beau and with his agent is slightly cleaned up, but remains essenti¬
ally unchanged*

In all these sconces of violence and actual coarseness,

the language rather than the action is made acceptable to good taste*

The

faot that only ”Low People,” as Mr* Slipslop calls them, appear in these ad¬
ventures possibly accounts for the faot that Desfontaines did not feel him¬
self compelled to tidy up the action*

A sort of apologia contained in the

'’Sclairissement” for Book I bears out this supposition, and presents his
vouchers by way of the popular picaresque novel for allowing the coarser in¬
cidents to remain*

The "Eclairisaement” is also written from the point of

view of the English lady to her French friend at Montpellier*
”If, prejudiced by your noble French ideas, you should find some des¬
criptions in this book which may seem mean or low to you, please remember
that we can never soorn what represents life as it is* Those are pic¬
tures created for us by the mind* Every picture which paints Mature
faithfully, whatever it may contain, is always beautifuls vie do not
habitually banish the coarse and the distasteful from our writings,
which is true in painting. Do we not esteem the paintings of Heemskerk,
and of other Dutch painters, despite the fact that their subjects are
of the most common-place? According to the bias of your country, there
is sordidness in Don Quixote, Scarron’s Roman Ccmique, Guzman d'Alfaraohe,
Iazarillo, and Gil Bias* According to our way of thinking, there is
considerable stiffness, over-subtlety, dullness, and insipidness in the
greater part of fashionable Paris novels*”29
-
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The same conclusion regarding the treatment of incident and language
may he applied to the two seduction scenes which do not concern Joseph and
lady Booby*

In Chapter VII, Book IV, there is the epic scene when Beau

Didapper enters Slipslop's room, mistaking it for Fanny's*

Most of the

coarser details are retained here, but the language is cleaned up.

As a

concession to modesty, the Abbe clothes Adams in a nightshirt when Lady Booby
enters the room, but this is really an afterthought for he had first followed
Fielding's original test where Adams had no clothes on*
this inconsistency*

The principals of the first scene are Betty, the ohamber-

maid, and Mr* Tow-wouse*
fashion*

Ho did not correct

This affair is presented in a very down-to-earth

The account of their mutual transgression is not modified except

in language,

Uaturally, the vituperative powers of Mrs* Tow-wouse are greatly

depressed, and more polite terms substituted.
Fielding indulges in considerable playfulness at the expense of crude
language while narrating the Mrs. Tow-wouse « Betty brawl in Chapter XVII,
Book I.

Mrs* Tow-wouse, having many resources at her command,

"..padded another Name, whioh we do not care to stain our Paper with*
It was a monosyllable beginning with a b-, and indeed was the same as
if she had pronounced the words, sho-dog* Which Tern, we shall, to
avoid Offense, use on this occasion, though indeed both the Mistress
and Maid uttered the abovementioned b-, a word extremely disgustful
to Females of the lower sort*”*30
The translator confines himself to: "A co mot elle en ajouta un autre, qui
est de toutes les injures la plus atroco, & que les Femmes Anglaises regardent
comme trbs outrageante."

In the "Eolairissoment”, however, he supplies the

missing apology, which is a continuation of the attempt to justify such pas¬
sages in the eyes of the French reader*
"In the same Chapter, the word which Mrs. Tow-wouse uses in abusing her
servant is one of the most insulting in the English tongue0 One would
not dare to print it. However, this is of no importance in French, since
it means only "dog", a oommon enough word in your language* The odium
attached to this word in English is the reason for Nanon's cries when
-
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It is applied to her, and explains her answer* One findsin this
passage a naturalness, a realism, and a humanity •which seems superior
to me, and therefore intelligible to a Frenchman*”32
ThuG it is his practice to avoid orude language equivalent to the English for
expressions’such as "scabby rascals,"®® "wicked sluts,"®" or "lowest Rascals,
in lace and Embroidery, the Pimps & Buffoons in Fashion**."®®
forces him to re-phrase remarks which are too blunt*

Good taste

This one from the "His¬

tory of Mr* Wilson," "These Apprehensions appeared also too well grounded,
for in the End he discovered us, and procured Witnesses of our Caresses,”®®
is ingeniously changed toj

"Eos apprehensions ne furent que trop bien fondo'es

il nous dpia si bien, que ses yeux furent tdmoins do notre tendresse."®^ And,
for this comparison of Parson Adams*s joy on the recovery of his son to the
false sentiments of worldly pursuits, Desfontaines substitutes an innocuous
paraphrase!

"***or a Man congratulates his Rival on his Obtaining a Mistress,

a Place, or an

IIonour."38

In line with these efforts to fit the English novel to Fronoh taste is
his policy of eliminating a characteristic feature of Fielding’s style, the
piling up of a series of words in an extravagant or exaggerated manner*
virtuoso passages are greatly condensed*

These

A series such as "Beauty, Wisdom,

Wit, Good-Nature, Politeness, & Eealth,"®® beoomes "la beaute”, I’Esprit, la
Bontd" du coeur.""®

Some are even more drastically reduoed*

"Chace, Shooting-

match, Cook-fighting, Bull or Bear-Baiting"^ is merely "combat de Cocqs*""^
Another example — Mr* Wilson’s extravagant description of the occupations
of a rake as "...nothing but Noise, singing, hollowing, wrangling, Prinking,
toasting, Sp-wing, Smoking*.*,"^® is more moderately expressed, "*..ce n’etait
que bruit, ohansons, ivresse, & debaucho."-Other foms of exaggerated statement such as swearing, extravagant bet¬
ting, and similes composed of a series of fantastic instances are milder in
form or are simply eliminated*

The last-named device, the extravagant simile

not of the mock-heroic type, is a common moans of employing exaggerated lan- IS -

guago©

It is found in the long catalog of improbable events which indicates

Trulliber1 s surprise when Adams asks him for money©

It is briefly paraphrased©

"Suppose a Stx’anger, who entered the Chambers of a lawyer, being imagined
a Client, when the Lawyer was preparing his Palm for the Fee, should
pull out a Writ against him© Suppose an Apothecary, at the Door of a
Chariot containing some great Doctor of eminent skill, should, instead
of Directions to a Patient, present him with a Potion for himself© Sup¬
pose a Minister should, instead of a good round Sum, treat my Lord —,
or Sir,—, or Eaq«—with a good Broomstick© Suppose a civil Companion,
or a led Captain, should, instead of Virtue, and Honour, and Beauty, and
Parts, and Admiration, thunder Vice, and Infamy, and Ugliness, and
Folly, and Contempt, in his Patron’s Ears© Suppose, when a Tradesman
first carries in his Bill, the Man of Fashion should pay its or suppose,
if he did so, the Tradesman should abate what he had overcharged, on
the Supposition of waiting© In short, suppose what you will, you never
can nor will suppose anything equal to the Astonishment which seized on
Trulliber, as soon as Adams had ended his Speech©""®
"Figures-vous tout ce qu’il vous plaira do plus surprenant, vous n'aurez
qu’une idde mediocre do l’etonnement dont Trulliber fut saisi a la fin
do ce discours."^6
Although Desfontaines doo3 not follow through with complete consistency,
generally speaking, an extravagant statement such as lady Bobby’s having been
"a thousand timos"-^ on the brink of revoking her sentence on Joseph, is
translated in more conservative formo

It is really only "trois fois,"'®

Fanny, upon meeting Parson Adams, "could not prevent herself from asking a
thousand Questions©*©©""®

Desfontaines makes this read "©©©tout autre quo
CA

Mr© Adams s’en ferait appergu aux questions qu’elle no cessait de lui faire...©"ou

Aside from these omiseions, there is found throughout the novel a direot
attempt to elevate the tone of the writing by the use of euphuistio expressions and joircumlocuations©
Hbgociateur de Cythbre©"0£i

51

Cupid is "ce Dieu absolu©" A pimp is "ce habile
Fanny, "un si oharmant objet,"

is "sur le point

de mettre au monde le premier fruit d’un verteux amour©The Lady’s story
is "digne des galantes archives de Cupidon©"®®

The "Wealth of a Kingdom"®®

.is "l*or du Phrou,"®^ "Secrets of Business"®® are the"Mysteres do Baohus,"®®
and so on©
Classical allusions are generous in number©
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Joseph sets out on his

journey in very bright moonlight, but Desfontaines has him traveling under
"les auspices do la chaste Deesse qui l'eclairait*.*,"®0
n

OP*the

^hen Fielding says

Lovers, whose Eyes wore too well employed to permit any Desire of

shutting them,”®* the Frenchman is olassioally flowery, ”leurs yeux etaient
trop agroablement occupes, pour permettre au Dieu du Sommeil d’en approcher
ses pavots."®®

Adams does not fight ’’like a IJadman,"6® but ”oorame Eteocle"6*

or "Alcide”65 or ”un autre Polinice*”®®

His blows are frightfuls ”**#Cacus

no fut jamais plus rudement battu par le redoutable fils d'Amphitryon*"®^
The Frenchman even goes so far as to rectify one of Fielding's errors, oorrectly saying that it was not Daedalus but his son who fell into the sea*
Desfontaines sometimes adds scholarly terras or etymologies, which show
his love of learning*

Early in the novel, he expands Fielding's discussion

of biographers in a footnote by giving the Greek etymology of the word*

”Ce

mot vient de bios, qui en Grec veut dire vie, & do graphein, qui signifie
6crire«

Ie terms est connu de tous les Savans*”®®

A more curious example of

this same sort of thing is found in an addition to the discussion of Joseph's
origin*

The result is to supply a whole new theory on the basis of a very

novel etymology*

Fielding supposes that Joseph might have sprung from a

dunghill, as "the Athenians pretended they themselves did from the earth."69
The Abbe" agrees with this, but adds that perhaps the Andrews were "Aborigenes
or Arborigenes, which is to say, they were sprung from the oak hollows as
fruits are bom from the berries of trees*"?®

A

strange etymology is suggested,

since "aborigene” means either the original fauna or flora of a geographical
area or its original inhabitants, while the Latin arbos is related to trees*
By inserting an -r into ab, the Greek prefix for from, he confuses the two*
Tiiis false arrangement ignores Fielding's Greek work, Autokopros, (explained
in a note as meaning "sprung from a dunghill")*
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Presumably, it is not exoluded

"because of genteel prejudices, since it ms repeated earlier by the French¬
man, but is omitted in order to make a place for the translator’s learning
and ingenuity#
Aside from such extemporaneous original exertions, there is ovidence of
haste and carelessness in the Frenchman’s work.

Y>hon Adams says it does not

matter if a man scourges twenty or thirty boys more in a morning than another,
the Abba comes out with thirty or forty boys suffering the clergyman’s heavy
hand#

In the same book (III), the following passage is mis-translateds

n

#..poor Fanny not once complaining of being tired####"7'*'; ”«.«la pauvre Fanny

se plaignant beaucoup de la fatigue de cetto course.”7^

The three travelers

(7^

leave the inn at around ’’one in the Morning,"
the morning, for no apparent reason#

but kesfontaines says two in

These changes are unimportant and ob¬

viously are not for a purpose, so must bo attributed to haste*
while, however, a change affects the meaning of a passage#

Once in a

For example, in

Chapter III, Book III, he substitutes Plutus, the Greek god of wealth, for
Plato#

Wilson has just mentioned Plato’s dislike for poets in relation to

his own unpopularity in that capacity*

It is possible that the substitution

was intended to be another show of learning, since Plutus was blinded by
Zeus so that he might bestow hi3 gifts without discrimination of merit#

How¬

ever, that is not the common association with his name.
The Abbe seems to have been well acquainted with eighteenth century
English slang, such as the followings
money);

a Smithfield match, (a marriage for

a 3noaker, (another bowl of punch);

bribe and share the plunder);

to roast, (to play tricks upon);

(to suspect or get an inkling of something);
or affluent).

to play booty, (to accept a
to smoke,

and to be warm,(comfortably off

He translates such idomatie expressions with no errors#

However, there are grounds for suspicion that some of the more subtle
tricks of language with which Joseph Andrews abounds are lost on him#
-
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The

opening of

11

The History of Leonora" is one of these dubious instances*

ora was the daughter of a Gentleman of Fortune.
Desfontainos caught this ambiguous language*
ora est Demoiselle*

Son pere a du bien."^®

„7A"

"Leon-

It seems unlikely that

He translates literally?

"Leon¬

Another example from the same

"History": "*.*she inolined so attentive an Ear to every Compliment of Hora¬
tio, that she often smiled even when it was too delicate for her Comprehension."^®
Desfontaines: "*».quelquefpis elle souriait a des propos ou elle n'aurait
77
du rien comprendro*
Outright puns, of course, are simply dropped, as in Fielding's playful
satire on collectors of paintings*
bal Scratch!, or Hogarthi*

He names Ammyoonni, Paul Varnish, Hanni¬

The Frenchman substitutes Veronese, Raphael,

Titian and Poussin.
The dropping of this witty and genial style is what is missed most in
the French translation*

There is little of the spirit of rowdy gusto and

pleasantry which animates Fielding’s novel*

There is just enough of it retained,

however, to make the Abbe's alterations seem odd in their inconsistency of
tone*

TSIhile he does not always get the joke, there is no doubt but that, on

occasion, he forgets himself and thoroughly enjoys it alio

This is particularly

true of the robust scenes from low life which take place in the inns.

In

these, Desfontainos makes astonishingly for; changes, resulting in an abrupt
transition when the scene shifts from "Low People" to "High People*"

He draws

a sharp line between the two classes, which is contrary to Fielding's social
satire*

Fielding’s purpose is to show the reader that there are really no

"High People" or "Low People," just people.

The transcendental good-humor

with which he tells the story creates its unity.

It lies in the style*

It has already been mentioned that the Frenchman uses the picaresque
novel, Gil Bias, (and others) to excuse these violently humorous and coarse
scenes*

This calls to mind the witty style of Gil Bias in comparison to -that
-
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of Joseph Andrews.

Why does; he.1 avoid reproducing the humorous style of those

satirical observations on humanity which typify'the picaresque novel and
which abound in Joseph Andrews?

First, it should be pointed out that Joseph

Andrews is not the-history of a pioaro* • The travelers are not wanderers,
nor are they forced to move on by the vicissitudes of fortune*

They are

traveling to a given destination, and on the way, fall into situations which
provide humor of a typo closer to slapstick than to vat.

While tho picaresque

novel uses this broad, burlesque humor, it also relies on the "esprit” of the
picaro*s comments on modes of life and people*

This corresponds to the witty

manner in which Fielding tells his story, larding it with satirical comments
on the professions of medicine, law, divinity, eto.
difference in our characters*

But there is a fundamental

Unlike the naive pxcaro, who grows more and

more disillusioned with the world and becomes shrewder in adapting himself to
his fortune of the moment, our travelers show no such aptitude*

They are the

punching bags for avarice, brutality, lust,' poverty, and pride, but they do
not become progressively cleverer in anticipating and avoiding misfortune.
Adams*s amiable simplicity and goodness contrasts with the avarice of Peter
Pounce and Trulliber, and with the brutality of the squire and his friends*
Joseph and Fanny aro ridiculously perfect - cardboard figures ivho set off the
coarseness of Slipslop, Mrs. Tow-wouse, and lady Booby.

The reader, not Adams

nor Joseph nor Fanny, becomes progressively disillusioned with human nature
and society, although ho laughs as he reads.

He is the real recipient of

Fielding’s moral indignation at the abuses and evils of the world*

The history

of the picaro does share this much in common with Joseph Andrews in that it,
too, is told for a moral purpose.

Gil Bias;*.,

in an address to tho reader similar

to those of Fiolding, says,
”Qui que tu sois, ami lectour, tu vas ressembler h l’un ou a l*autre de
ces deux dcoliors. Si tu lis mes avontures sans prendre garde aux in¬
structions morales qu*elles renforement, tu ne tireras aucun fruit de
-
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cot ouvragej'mais si tu le lis avec attention, tu y trouveras, suivant
le prdcepifc d’Horace, 1*utile mSle"avec I’agre'able.”'^
In these two reoords of the inhumanity of man to nan, it is possible to
approximate many satirical observations on law and medicine.
Lesage is comparable in spirit to Fielding’s.
of Iicencid* Sedillo’s doath.

The style of

Gil Bias recounts the story

’’Pendant la premiere fois de sa vie, qui avait

ete^longue, il e(Jt rooours aux meclecins.”’^
It oontains the gem of what follows.

This simple statement is prophetic.

There is something reminiscent of this

in Fielding when he rooounts the story of the bad effects of the squire’s
false promises.

There are hints in his language which give a twist to what

ho appears to be saying in his -bale.

The disappointed lad "fell to drinking,

though he was a very sober Lad beforej

and in a shorb time, partly xvith

Grief, and partly xvith Good Liquor, fell into a Consumption, and died.”
fontaines does not make use of this style:

Dos-

’’...quoique naturellement sobre,

il se mit a boire, et au bout d’un an la boisson & le chagrin joints ensemble,
le firont tomber dans une phtisie, qui le mit bientot dans le cerceuil.”®^
Lesage uses puns of the “Gentleman of Fortune” variety, also.
"L’exocuteur de la haute me*decine, je veux dire le chirurgien, voyant
aussi qu’on n’avait plus besoin de son ministero, suivit le doctour Sangrado, 1’un et 1’autre disant que des le premier jour ils avaient condamne le licenoie*. Effeotivemont, ils ne se trcmpaient pi*osque jamais
quand ils portaient un pareil jugement*”®^
It must be conoluded that the similarity lies in the witty and satirical
quality of the style, for Gil Bias as a hero is an anti-heroic model.

He is

dominated try his fortunes, while Joseph and his friends represent the idealistio
concept of humanity and sensibility which remains bloody but unbowed under
the assaults of circumstances over which they have no control.
Joseph Andrews has often been compared xvith Karivaux’s Le Paysan Parvenu,
but it seems to have relatively little similarity to the English novel®

Like

the picaro, Jacob de la Yallde is a thoroughly anti-heroic type, rather con-
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temptiblo in his cunning*

His greatest concern is to make the most of every

opportunity, the absolute antithesis of Joseph, as is Joseph’s transparent
stupidity compared with Jacob’s quickness*

Jacob is most like Gil Bla>s in

that his primary motive is always solf-intorast and he is prompt to improve
his situation*

bike tho picaro, he is utterly frank in the account of him¬

self and his adventures, but ho does not tell them for any moral or satirical
purpose*

Rather he merely recommends them to those who might wish to advance

themselves in the world by following in his footsteps*

He intends to make a

sort of liandbook on "how to get ahead” for the ambitious peasant who moves to
the city*
”Le recit de mes aventures ne sera pas inutile H ceux qui aiment "a s’instruire* Voilh, en partie, ce qui fait quo je les donnej je cherche
aussi "a m’amusor moi^eme*”^
He is also, like Gil Bias, writing in retrospect*
”Je vis dans une campagno ou je me suis retire, et ou mon loisir m’inspire un esprit de rellexion quo jo vais exercer sur les dvehements do
ma vie* Je les e"crirai du mioux quo jo pourrai; chacun a sa fapon de
s’exprimer, qui vient de sa faqon de sentir,"^We seldom think of Joseph as a peasant, nor does he display that false modesty
which Jacob assumes*

Jacob’s "’BonJ’ madame, lui repondis-je, ’je suis le

plus mal fait de notre village,'contrasts sharply with Joseph’s sincere,
in fact stupid, modesty, in contemplating ”the numberless Calamities which
attended Beauty, and tho Misfortune it was to be handsomer than one’s nei$ibors*”

He has no thoughtto turn his good looks to advantage*

What distinguishes Jacob most from either Joseph or any other character
in Joseph Andrews, ano from Gil Bias, whose conceit causes him to be victimized,
time and again, is his perspicuity in managing people*
"Jo m’en apperqus a merveillo, ot cot art de lire dans 1'esprit des gens
et de ddbrouiller leurs sentiments secrets est un talent quej’ai toujours
eu ot qui m’a quolquefois bien sorvi."^
Gil Bias is wise only after tho facts

Joseph is wise nevers
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but Jacob has

the art of psychoanalysis down pat and constantly makes use of it*

Only in

the dramatic scenes does one feel a relationship to Marivaux, where Fielding’s
constant intervention as the contour corresponds to Jacob * c manner of tolling
the story in retrospect, but Marivaux»s psychological acuteness is much more
subtle than Fielding's broad comedy caricatures and farcical situations*

11

JOSEPH ABDHEWS AS AN AHTI-PAMELA.
Fielding began Joseph Andrews as a parody of Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded,

whose hypocrisy and smug cant had already provoked him to a more brutal attack
in the pamphlet, An Apology for the Life of Mrs. Shamela Andrews, published
April, 1741*

It was at this time that Richardson joined Cibber as a favorite

butt of Fielding's wit, or rather, perhaps it would be more accurate to say that
Pamela, not Richardson, joined Cibber.

Although Pamela inspired Fielding to

write both the pamphlet and the novel, there is nothing of personal animus toward
Richardson in either effort*

This is not the case with Cibber, against whom

Fielding had long waged war in "The Champion” because of his mistreatment of
other people's plays, his indifference toward struggling authors, and his execrable
attempts to write prose and poetry.

Joseph Andrews is the climax of these

hits and is certainly more personal in tone, for the publication of Cibber's
Apology (March, 1740) furnished Fielding v£th many more examples of the actor’.s
over-weening vanity, hypocritical modesty, and poor grammar*
situation was firmly established with Shamela*

At any rate, the

Both men continue to share the

honors throughout Joseph Andrews, in which Fielding satirizes the hypocrisy
evident in the two biographies, real and fictitious, the Apology and Pamela.
Therefore, since Fielding’s original plan consisted not only in the parody of
Pamela, with which Joseph Andrev/3 opens and closes$

but in a broader sense,

was intended to ridicule the sanctimoniousness also manifest in Cibber's Life,
we will consider Desfontaines’s treatment of the two themes together as they

were linked by the English author*

The two are so intertwined that it would

be diffioult to make any specific conclusion concerning the Frenchman's at¬
titude toward the anti-Pamela passages without considering the anti-Cibber
sentiments also*
The title of Chapter I, Book I, initiates the double-edged ridicule of
Pamela and Cibber*

”0£ writing Lives in general and particularly of Pamela $

with a Word by the Bye of Colley Cibber and others*”

Fielding broaohes his

general plan for the parody of Pamela with a remark on the commendatory let¬
ters published with the second edition of Pamela*

These letters were parodied

so unmercifully in Shame la that Richardson presumably withdrew them for this
reason*

Fielding, hopes, in Joseph Andrews, to do the same good turn for -the

male sex which those letters inform us that Pamela has done for the female*
”Vshat the Female Readers are taught by the Memoirs of Mrs* Andrews is
so well set forth in the excellent Essays or Letters prefixed to the
second and subsequent Editions of that Work, that it would be here a
needless repetition* The authentic History with whioh I now present
the publio is an instance of the great Good that hook is likely to do,
and of the Prevalence of Example which I have just observed*
sinoe it
will appear that it was by keeping the excellent Pattern of his Sister's
Virtues before his Eyes, that Mr* Joseph Andrews was chiefly enabled
to preserve his Purity in the midst of such great Temptation*”*
Desfontaines omits the mention of the commendatory letters, and abbrevi¬
ates the passage*

’

”En lisant cette Histoire autcritique & veritable quo je presente
aujourd'hui au Public, on sera oonvaincu que Joseph Andrews est redevable
des victoires que sa vertu a remporteos sur les tentations les plus
violentes, aux examples admirabies que Pamela lui avait donna's, & qu'il
ne perdit jamais de vue*"2
But most of this introduction really consists of a personal attack aimed
at Cibher's vanity, as displayed in the Apology*
”The former of these, whioh deals in Kale-Virtue, was written by the great
Person himself, who lived -the Life he hath recorded, and is by mazy -thought
to have lived such a Life only in order to write it*”°
”Le premier, qui traite de la Vertu, que j'appellerais volontiers une
Vertu m2tle, une Vertu qui est audessus de toutes les faiblesses humaines,
a ote ecrit par celui m6ke qui a-reollement fait tout oe qu'il raoonte*
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& qui, selon 1’opinion do bien du monde, n’a fait ce qu’il nous apprend
d© lui-rnGme, quo pour avoir le plaisir do le publicr*”Tho Abb©” retains the uncomplimentary reference to Cibber, but emphasizes the
moral intent by editing the practice of male virtue above all others*

The

remainder of this passage, which consists of ironical praise of Cibber’s modesty,
is exaotly reproduced*
Hot until the end of the chapter is there any alteration in the French
version*

Fielding ends with a coup de grace for Cibber’s vanity and virtue*

"I shall only add that this Character of Male—Chastity, though doubtless
as desirable and becoming in one fart of the human Species as in the
other, is almost the only Virtue which the great Apologist hath not
given himself for the sake of giving the example to his Readers*"^
The reflection on the sincerity of these ’’examples’* is cut out by Desfontaines,
along with the direct reference to Cibbor’s character*

Instead, he inserts

a sternly moral comment of a general nature to close Chapter I*
”Je dois cependant fairs remarquor, quo quoique la chastetd soit egalement
louable dans 1’un & 1’autre sexe, o’est une vortu dont 1'un dos deux
n’est point jaloux, & qu’on n’a coutumo do celebrer quo dans le plus
faible* L’Histoire eu'on va lire est l’dloge & le triomphe de la
Chastete' Masculine*
Fielding refers to Cibber’s character again in Chapter III, Book I, sar¬
castically comparing his vaunted innocence and goodness of heart with the
sincere simplicity of Parson Adams, who did not "apprehend any such Passions
as Malice & Envy to exist in Mankind"*'*’
exactly*

Besfontaines follows those comments

He seems to have agreed with Fielding’s ridicule of the actor*

Only on the occasion of the direct attack on Cibber’s personal morals does
he make a change by substituting a general sermon on masculine weakness*
Fielding now turns to attack Cibber’s literary efforts, the Apology and
his odes*

In Chapter VII, Book I, he assaults the actor’s grammar, comparing

his power to mangle the English language to the power of love*
"«*.nor the great Cibber, who confounds all Humber, Gender, and breaks
through every Rule of Grammar at his Will, hath so distorted tho English
language, as thou (Love) dost metamorphose and distort the human senses*"®
-
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Desfontaines follows suit with this attack as with the others*

However, when

Fielding pointedly insults Cibber’6 odes in Chapter XII, Book I, the Abbe”
omits the gibe*
"Aurora now began to show her blooming Cheeks over the hills, whilst
ten Millions of featherod songsters, in jocund Chorus, repeated Odes
a thousand times sweeter than those of our laureate, and sung both
’the day and the song'*"9
Though he deletes this dig at the odes, we learn from the "Eclairissement" for Book I, that the translator was actually in aocord with Fielding’s
opinion, Here is what he tells the French public concerning Cibber's career*
"Colley Cibber is the most celebrated actor in the comic genre which
we have* He seldom performs any more, since he has been decorated by
the Court with the glorious title of Foot Laureate or Poet to the King*
This title, or responsibility, obliges him to compose several odea a
year in praise of our King, one for his birthday, the othor for Hew
Year’s Day. These two odes are sung in grand concert, in the presence
of the King and the whole court* Cibber did very badly in those odes,
and Mr* Pope has made fun of them, especially in his famous epic-burles¬
que poem, entitled "The Dunoiad," (which would be "la Sottifade" in
Frenoh)* He has had some great arguments with Mr, Pope* Cibber is the
author of several well-known comedies, especially of one entitled "The
Careless Husband." He has also given us the story of his life,written
in the form of an apology* It has been a great source of amusement to
the public* It must be conceded that Cibber is quite witty, that he
narrates well, and that he is refined and in good taste* But he is a
bad poet, especially in the lyric form*"^0
Book III continues to ridicule Cibber’s literary efforts in a mock-heroic
invocation to the muse of biographers*
"How thou, whoever thou art, whether a Muse, or by what other Name soever,
thou ohusest to be called, v/ho presidest over Biography, and has inspired
all the Writers of Lives in these our Times* **»thou who hadst no Hand
in that Dedication and Preface, or the Translations, which thou wouldst
willingly have struck out of the Life of Cicero* lastly, thou who, with¬
out the assistance of the least Spice of Literature, and even against
his Inclinations, hast, in some Pages of his Book, forced Colley Cibber
to write English* do thou assist mo in what I find myself unequal
to**.#"3-*
Desfontaines repeats the remarks on Cibber and on Middleton’s work, but does
not single out the "Dedication" and "Preface" for comment* Middleton's Life of
Cicero was published February, 1741, and ms dedicated to Lord Hervey, better
known as the "gentle Fanny" of Alesiander Pope’s "Epistle to Dr* Arbuthnot*"
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Fielding made use of this in Shamela in a parody of Middleton’s dedication
by addressing the piooe to "Dear Ehnny,"

In fact, he facetiously hasardod

a guess at tho authorship of Pamela from "that Ciceronian Eloquence, %7ith
■which the Work abounds 3

and that excellent Knack of making every Character

amiable, which ho lays his hands on*" '

Shamela itself was supposed to have

boon written by Conny Keybor, which was a combined form of Cibber’s name with
Conny, for Kiddle ton’s Christian name, Conyorso
a sharper or easy game to hit and kills

A ’conny* vis. s the dupe of

Bosfontaines does not refer to this

burlesque of Middleton’s work by Fielding, but does discuss his literary repu¬
tation in the "Eclairissement".
"The life of Cicero mentioned here, is the work of Dr. Middleton,
Librarian at Cambridge. A great deal has boon written for and against
this book, \7hich is not universally admired* It is claimed that tho
author has made a great many errors."^
Fielding perseveres with those digs at Cibber’s literary style.
ter Xlli, Book III, one find him closing with this remarks

In Chap¬

"*.*which, to use

the language of a late Apologist, a pattern to all Biographers, waits for
the Header in the next Chapter."1-5

which pokes fun at the pompous closing

of a chapter in tho Apology: Yshat was the immediate Consequence of this last
Desertion from Drury-Lane, shall be the Subject of another Chapter."^
last sentence of Chapter XII links with the heading of Chapter XIII*

This
"A Curi¬

ous Dialogue which Passed between Mr* Abraham Adams and Mr. Peter Pounce,
better worth reading than all tho works of Colley Cibber and many others*"
Bosfontaines omits this judgment with which Fielding closes the satire on
the actor.
Yfe have seen that Desfontaines was more or less acquiescent with regard
to the satire on Cibber, except for the one instance in which Fielding commented
on the aotor’s personal moral standards*

The treatment of the anti-Famela

framework of Joseph Andrews is of more importance and interest because Cibber’s
25 -

Apology* unlike Pamsla3 tag not popular reading in Frances

thus the handling

of the anti-Pamela theme was more relevant to the popularity of the French
translation*
Fielding begins by inverting tho scheme of Pamela*

Mr. B» becomes Lady

Booby* whoso bursts of self-questioning pride and desire after her sudden
advances and retreats are a parody of Mr* B.’s behavior*

Desfontaines so

thoroughly reverses her character in the early part of the novel that she no
longer appears to be a parody.

He “plays it straight*” so to speak*

This

change in characterisation will be discussed in detail elsewhere*
Our hero* Joseph* is “Brother to tho illustrious Pamela* whose Virtue
is at present so famous*"^

Pesfontaines is even more enthusiastic about

"l’illustro Pamela* dent la vertu ost roverdo dans le Monde entier*""^
Following Lady Booby’s advances* Joseph writes a letter* “To Mrs* Pamela
ttT8

Andrews, living %7ith Squire Booby.,

The Abbe eliminates all traces of

Shame la immediately* and makes this* "Lottre do Joseph a Pamela*"-*-®
The parody of Pamela in Joseph’s pious expressions and language is some¬
what dimmed in translation.

Joseph tells Pamela that ho can’t divulge any

more of the Booby family situation* "Because you know Pamela* I never loved to
pr\

tell the Secrets of my Master’s Family"

;

then he proceeds to tell all*

Desfontaines translates this remark* but the deadly parody is lost in a general
admonition: “II faut se taire sur ces sortes da choces* ma chere soeur.

Les

domestiques, ccmme vous saves* ne doivent jamais dire ce qui se passe ches
lours Mattress

mais sans doute vous saves bien qu’il ne peuvaient se souffrir.1 ,21

He also retains Joseph’s hilarious remark which echoes Pamela* that London is
a bad place;

there is so little good fellowship that next-door neighbors

don’t know one another*

In general* Fielding’s way of putting Pamela’s expres¬

sions in Joseph’s mouth is followed by tho translator*
There arc significant omissions rather than additions inmost cases*
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For

example, in the first seduction scene when Joseph repulses lady Booty, ho
criest
"Madame",**."that Boy is the Brother of Pamela, and would te ashamed
that the Chastity of his Ihmily, which is preserved in her, should te
stained in him* If there are suoh Men as your ladyship mentions, I
am sorry for its and I wish they had an Opportunity of reading over
those Letters which my Father hath sent me of my Bister Pamela’s* nor
do I doubt but suoh an Example would amend them*"22
As in the passage quoted from thenIntroductiori1 where Fielding slyly refers
to the commendatory letters written in high praise of the moral improvement
effected by the reading of Pamslaa Besfontaines drops out this mock admiration*
In a like manner, he also omits the pious hope regarding the influence of
Joseph’s ’’example” from the heading of Chapter VIII*
”ln which, after some very fine Writing, the History goes on, and re¬
lates the Interview between the lady and Joseph; where the latter hath
set an Example whioh wo despair of seeing followed by his Sex in this
vicious Age*"
A similar instance referring to the effect of Pamela’s example is also
emitted later*

Joseph is about to enter the coach after he has been beaten

and robbed, but*
"•••he absolutely refused, miserable as he was, to enter, unless he was
furnished with sufficient Covering to prevent giving the least Offense
to Decency, - so perfectly modest was this young Man; such mighty Ef¬
fects had the spotless Example of the amiable Pamela, and the excellent
Sermons of Mr* Adams, wrought upon him*"23
Desfontainos does not, in this case, mention either Pamela or Parson Adams.
On the oocasion of the second letter to Pamela, Joseph reflects on all
the calamities which attend beauty, and "the misfortune it was to be handsomer
than one's neighbours
Pamela’s cwn lips,

- a phrase which could certainly have fallen from

Desfontaines cuts it out*

The letter which follows is

filled with other remarks which burlesque her letters and credit them with a
good influence on Joseph*
"Fa’* Adams hath often told me, that Chastity is as great a Virtue in a
Man as in a Woman* Ho says he never knew any more than his Wife, and
I shall endeavour to follow his Example. Indeed, it is owing entirely
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to his excellent Sermons and Advice, together xvith your Letters, that
I have been able to resist Temptation, which, he says, no Kan complies
with, but he repents in this World, or is damned for it in the nextj
and why should I trust to Repentance on my Death Bed, since I may dio
in my sleep? What fine things are good Advice and good Examples! But
I am glad she turned me out of the Chamber as she dids for I had once
almoBt forgotten every Word Parson Adams had ever said to xae«n^^
This whole passage is completely translated in the French, with the ex¬
ception of Joseph’s praise of good advice and good examples*

However, Desfon-

taines here comas closest to heaping the flavor of the original passages of
this type*

There is only one small change in the last sentence*

Joseph hopes

that ho may copy his sister’s example and that of Joseph, his namesake, and
maintain his virtue against all temptations,

Desfontaines replaces the refer¬

ence to the Joseph in the Bible with Parson Adams as a religious adviser*
"J’esphre profiter de votre exemple, & observer toujours les maximos de notre
Vicaire, en resistant courageusement"h toutes sortes de seductions,”
Joseph oven praises Pamela’s noble example when he has been beaten almost
to the point of death*

He is lying ill in Kr* Tow-wousefs inn, and delivers

himself of the following speech:
”0 most adorable Pamela! most virtuous Sister! whoso Example could
alone enable me. to withstand all the temptation of Riches and Beauty,
and to preserve my Virtue pure and chaste for the Arms of my dear Fanny,
if it had pleased Heaven that I should ever have come unto them* What
Riches, or Honours, or Pleasures, can make us amends for the Loss of
Innocence? Doth not that alono: afford us more Consolation than all
worldly Acquisitions? What but Innocence and Virtue could give any Com¬
fort to such a miserable Wretch as I am? Yet these can make me prefer
this sick and painful Bed to all the Pleasures I should have found in
my Lady’s* Those can make me face Death without Fear j and, though I
love my Fanny more than ever Kan loved a Woman, those can teach me to
resign myself to the Divine Will without repining****”^
”0 Pamela, choi'e & adorable Soeur, dont le vertueux exemple m’a soutenu contre toutes les tentations des richesses & de la beauts, oui,
c’est toi, o’estta chastetd" exemplaire qui m’a fortifio* dans le dessein
do garder la mienno pour ma chbre Fanny, si le Ciel m’etJt accordd lo
bonheur do la revoir* Quelles richesses, quelle honneurs, quels plaisirs
peuvent nous tenir lieu do notro innocence, qui d'elle mane nous tient
lieu de tout? la vertu soule est capable de consoler un malheureux
comms moi, & de lui faire prdfdrer cot etat de mis§re £ de douleur, aux
voluptds dont lady s’efforfait de me fair gouier* Elle me fait aujourd’hui
—
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envieager la mort sans frayeur; & quoique j’adore Fanny, la vortu me
donna la foroe do me resigner "a l’e^ternelle se"paration que le Ciel
ordonne»”28
Hot© that Desfontainss changes the ridiculousness of Joseph’s preferring death
to the prospect of the pleasures which lady Booty’s charms might afford.
ing is making her appear foolish, as well as Josephj

Field¬

hut the Abbe*, by these

alterations, somewhat mitigates the parody of Pamela in having Joseph, a man,
constantly speak of his ”innocence” and "virtue,”
Joseph is even forced to defend his virtue by brute force against the
onslaughts of Betty, the chamber-maid, by shutting her out of the room and
locking the door.

This is followed by one of those burlesques of Pamela's

virtuously self-congratulatory moods*
"How ought Man to rejoice that his Chastity is always in his own power;
that, if he hath sufficient Strength of Kind, he hath always a competent
Strength of Body to defend himself, and cannot, like a poor weak Woman,
be ravished against his Wil-lJ”29.
The translator somewhat enlarges this passage, pointing out, as he did at the
end of Chapter I, Book I, the moral example Joseph presents to the world*

We

are not so consoious of the parody of Pamela’s paens of Christian thanksgiving
in the French which is Fielding’s point;

but, despite the insistence on moral

purpose, the translator could not have meant this too seriously*
n

Que les hommes, qu’on aoouse de ne jamais dompter la passion brutale,
& de se glorifier de leur honte, profitent d’un si rare exemplo de
chastete* Ils ont ioi devant les yeux le sage Joseph Andrews, qui
maltre de ses passions possede non seulement la force de l’esprit, xnais
enoore celle du corps, gour se d^fendre, & triompher de la double
faiblesse d’une femme*
In Book III, Chapter II, we come upon an omission relating to the Booby
family.

The Abbe" does not use this passage*

”The Reader must excuse me if I am not particular as to the Way they took;
for, as we are nov; drawing near the seat of the Boobies, and as that is
a ticklish Ham©, which malicious Persons may apply, according to their
evil inclinations, to several worthy country Squires, a Race of Ken thorn
wo look upon as entirely inoffensive, and for whom we have an adequate
Regard, we shall lend no assistance to any such malicious Purposes«”31
How, for the. actual treatment of the Squire and his Lady*
-
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Up to this

point, Pamela’a sentiments have been in Joseph’s mouth*

And when she was

not in evidence, her favorite word, ’'genteel," has reminded us of her presence.
All through the novel we hear it echoed*

In Chapter IV, Book I, Joseph, that

"handsomest and genteelest Footman in the Kingdom,"06 refuses to indulge in
gaming, swearing, drinking, "nor any other genteel Vice the Town abounded
with."33

The coach and sis described by Leonora is "the completest, genteelest,

prettiest Equipage she ever saw„"^~

This cannot very well be translated, and

there is some difficulty Then she appears on the scene in person.
Pamela, naturally, has become a terrible snob who objects to Joseph’s
marrying Fanny because such a low marriage will throw down the Andrews family
from the great social heights that her marriage to Squire Booby has raised
it*

As Fielding depicts her, she is truly "la paysanne parvenue" of the most

detestable typo, and she shows her true colors when Joseph persists in his
determination to marry his dear Fanny.

She wants her husband to get Joseph a

"Commission in the Army, or some other genteel Employment."®*^
specifies only, "quelque emploi honorable,.*.."®®

Desfontaines

she abhors the idea of ouch

a marriage, and, when Joseph still refuses to give in, she tolls him:
“Brother, "..."Mr* Booby advises you as a Friend;
..."It would become
you better. Brother, to pray for the Assistance of Grace against such
a Passion than to indulge it."®7
For this typical Pamelaesque speech, the Abbe substitutes the language of the
French tragic heroine.
"Ahi mon chor frere, s’ecria Pamela, vous avez tort, a Monsieur a raison...
Vous feries bien mieux d’implorer la grace divine contra votre passion,
que do la nourrir au prejudice de votre gloire; &...#"00
Joseph answers:
"Vous badines ma soeur, dit Joseph en l’interrcmpant.
dire avec votre grace divine, & ma gloire?"0®

Que pretendez-vous

Fanny is finally accepted by the family, and is introduced by Mr. Booby
to Pamela, "\7ho behaved .with great recency on the Occasion*"^®
- SO -

Desfontaines

paints a more positive response and pays her a compliment*

Squire Booby in¬

troduces Fanny to "Pamela, sa chore spouse, qui l'embrassa avec 1'humilite*
qui lui etait naturelle*"^
Fielding*s final stroke is in the description of Finny's wedding attire*
,,

*.*Fanny*»*oould be prevailed on by Pamela to attire herself in nothing
richer than a white Dimity Night-Gown* Her Shift indeed, which Pamela
presented her, was of the finest Kind, and had an edging of lace round
the Bosom* She likewise equipped her with a Pair of fine white Thread
Stockings, which were all she would accepts for she wore one of her own
short round-eared Caps, and over it a little Straw Hat, lined with
Cherry-coloured Silk, and tied with a Cherry-coloured Ribband,"42
Pamela's modest country dress was very similar*

Here is the inventory of

her wardrobe.
"Then I bought of a Pedlar, two pretty enough round-ear'd Caps, a little
Straw-hat, and a Pair of lcnit Mittens, turn’d up with white Calicoj
and two Pair of ordinary blue TrTorsted Hose, that make a smartish Appear¬
ance, with white Clocks, I'll assure youJ* and Two Yards of black Rib¬
band for my Shift Sleeves, and to serve as a Necklaces***«"-S
Desfontaines does not repeat this parody, but dresses Fanny in a much finer
costume, retaining only the straw hat and rose silk trimming,

Joseph, too,

had refused a fine suit,
"***aussi-bien que Fanny, qui n’accopta de sa soeur qu'une robe de satin
blano, une jupo de-m&ne, & une garniture unie^ sur laquelle elle mit
au-lieu de coiffe un chapeau de paille double d’un taffetas couleur do

rose*0^

Mr* Booby, which is the name Fielding gave Richardson's Mr* B* in Shamela,
is presented as a real one*

He fits the character Fielding supposes him to

have in the earlier travesty, especially regarding the lesson which the his¬
tory of Pamela offers to servant-maids*
"The Instruction which it conveys to Servant-Maids, is, I think, very
plainly this, To look out for their Masters as sharp as they oan. The
Consequences of which will bo, besides Neglect of their Business, and
the using all manner of Means to come at Ornaments of their Persons,
that if the Master is not a Fool, they will be debauched by him; and
if he is a Fool, they will marry him*"-^
As with the other characters, Squire Booby's language is cleaned up, even
though he is pretty harmless.

His ..exclamation, "JesuJ,”^® is changed to "AhJ

SI

CiolJ”“^

Tihen he goes to hail out Joseph and Fanny, Desfontaines carefully

omits that the Squire and Justice conversed on horse-racing.

He says only

that they spoke of ”diverse3 choses assez indifferentes « ” - 5
Vihen Joseph persists in his plan to marry Fanny, and reminds Squire Booty
of his marriage to Pamela, a servant girl, Squire Booty says,
ly throw my marriage with your sister in my teeth,..#.”"9

n

...as you civil¬

Desfontaines says

more tactfully, ’’puisque vous me rappellez ce quo j’ai fait en favour de
Pamela,....”5®
A similar treatment is accorded lady Booty’s remark, ”1 am resolved this
Wench shall not be in our Family,”5^ which Desfontaines omits.
From these passages, it appears that Desfontaines endeavors to keep the
moral purpose of the tale always in view, while making as few concessions to
the parody of Pamela as possible.

It should be kept in mind that Joseph, in

this novel, represents the character of Pamela under male form.

Since this

is true, Desfontaines is left free at the end of the book to present her just
as Fielding does, as a little snob, without being disloyal to Richardson’s
creation.

1

Though she is of humble origin, she displays no coarseness or in¬

delicacy which would obligate the translator to alter drastically her character,
as he must in the case of Lady Booby.

In the apology preceding the first

seduction scene, Desfontaines has already spoken of the adherence to truth
required of the biographer, and of the merit of Pamela and her brother as ex¬
amples of heroic chastity.

He is trading on Pamela’s current reputation to

justify presenting such situations, and he emphasizes the didaotic purpose
of Richardson’s work.
There is a clue to his handling of the anti-Pamela theme in this require¬
ment of truth, for it was customary for the author of a realistic novel to
make a specious promise in the preface stating that he is only relating some¬
thing that had actually happened.

The author thus \ms enabled to lend his
—
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story greater vraisemblanco, and to excuse shocking, passages under the guise
of presenting a true story.

Both Lesage and Marivaux do this in Gil Bias and

Le Paysan Parvenu., as has already heen noted,
These novels represent a tendency in French fiction towards a closer ob¬
servance of the probability and didacticism found in Pamela.
literary climate when Pamela appeared in French literature*

This was the
As in England,

there were those who criticized her questionable morals and motives, giving
rise to several anti-Pamela*s of indifferent successj
who defended her more or less wholeheartedly.
class.

while there were those

Desfontaines is of the latter

At the time of this debate in 1742, he especially praises the vrai-

semblance of the lettor-foim, whioh he prefers to the memoirs of Lesage and
Marivaux.

Ho and his sworn enemy, Voltaire, surprisingly enough, represent

the avant-garde of those who favored greater vraisemblance, though with definite
reservations.
Vrhen de la Place in his Theatre Anglais excused Shakespeare’s presenta¬
tion of common people in his plays because they "represented le natural”,
Desfontaines replied, "Mais tout ce qui est naturol, est-il beau, est-il
agre'able?”

He blames the perpetuation of such a fault on the loir taste of

the common people, of whom there were more in England than in France.
In answer to an attack on the improbability of sentimental novels, Des¬
fontaines speaks of other novels, ’’surtout ceux ou il no s'agit point do
galanterie et qui represented; ce qui passe dans la vie commune*”®**

He disil¬

lusions us from thinking he is defending the realistic novel in a note on Les
Metiioires du. Comte de Cocmingo (1735).
”L’auteur, plein de respect pour son lecteur ne le conduit quo dans les
lieint honnetes et jamais parmi des gens de la lie du peuple pour le
regaler sottement de leur jargon et de leurs plats quolibots.
Tous sea
personnages sont nobles:
rien de bas, rien de bourgeois dans ses

jointures.”54
This statement was made in 1735, and Mr* Green thinks is directed against de
- S3

Houhy’s la Faysarme Parvenue and Marivaux*
Several years later in 1742 on the appearance of the translation of
Richardson's Pamela, Fesfontaines confims these rather aristocratic viev/s.
He praises Richardson for omitting
"le jargon degofitant d’un has domestique ou d'un homme de la lie du
peuplOo Si un domestiquo y parle, c’est simplement et raisonnablement
car le bon sens est de toua les etats et il plait dans la bouche do
quelque personnago que ce soit pourvu qu’il no soit pas avili par des
pensd"os qui sentent trop lo bas peuple et qu’un honnete hommon'eijbend
pas volontiers."^6
There is no objection to servants or lovr characters in novels if they speak
like gentlemen and are not coarse and vulgar*

However, Mr# B*’s crude attempts

on Pamela are too brutal not to provoke some criticism, though the objections
are based on moral rather than esthetic grounds#
"Les attentats de Milord offrent ndcessairement quelques images un peu
hardies qui allarment d'abord mais qui ne laissent aucune impression
dangoureuse*”S6
A far different opinion than Fielding's in Shamelal
The style which made Pamela famous was, of course, effectively mutilated
in the translation available to the French public*

VJhat they did enjoy was

its sensational subject-matter, rape and persecuted virtue, which it was quite
used to reading in Prevost's Cleveland and Le Doyen de Killerino, and in Duclos‘s Hjstolre do Mae# de Luz and Les Confessions du Comte de *»#

These are

the novels, including La Vie de Marianne and JLs Paysan Parvenu, which the Abbe'
criticizee in his "Prefatory Letter#"
"Car y a-t-il de la vraisemblance dans l'Histoire de Cleveland & du
Doyen de Killerino? Quel tissu de fadeurs & de riens, que la Vie de
MarianneI
Le Paysan Parvenu vftut un peu mieuxs mais quels traits
grossiersj
quo lie's b&ssessesl quelles images i #»*Votre Kmo* de Luz
est dans le m8me gout*"67
Neither the novels of Prevost nor of Duclos have a heroine of the lower
middle-classes as do la Vie de Marianne, Le Paysan Parvenu, and Gil Blas* Like
Pamela, those latter novels present a person of humble origin who rises in
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the world by dint of native wit,

But the realistic features of these French

stories are not the reason for their success#

They are content to tell us

that the hero or heroine comes from ”lo peuple” and quickly transport him to
a more elevated social position#

Their adventures are neither so sensational

nor so prolonged as Pamela’s,
Lesago paints low life to some extent, hut attention is fixed centerstage on the wit and cleverness of the pxcaro, not on the morals and habits
of the people as a social class,

ITeither Gil Bias nor Jacob de la Vallee uses

the language of the slum-bora or the common peasant.

The famous realistic

scene between I5ne. Dutour, the seamstress, and a cabdriver, in Marivaux’s Vie
de Marianne was felt by his contemporaries to mar an otherwise acceptable
novel.

Contemporary taste was shocked to see the language of the street in

print and had no interest in the everyday life of the lower classes.

The

choosing of low characters was considered a sign of degenerating taste and
ran against prevailing aristocratic literary attitudes,

A oritic in the Ob¬

servations sur les ebrit3 mode me s has this to say of Karivauxs
”Ils vous peignent sans fa^on les moeurs, et vous rapportent tout au
long les elegants entretiens d’un cocher de fiacre, d’une lingers et
d'une fille de boutique. Cola les accccimode mieux apparajmnent que les
moeurs des personnos de condition et fournit plus "a leur esprit,"58
Thus the current inclination in French literature was away from the im¬
probability of the heroic romances towards a greater realism, but not towards
a thorough-going realism.

If the style and language were in good taste, on

which Desfontaines compliments Pamela, characters from the lower classes were
accepted.

This was the literary outlook at the time when Desfontaines’s trans¬

lation of Joseph Andrews made its appearance in 1743, and explains the cool
reception it found in France,

A comment from Les Observations sur les ecrits

modemes for that year reveals the current opinion,
’’Traduit en fran§ais il a le malhour_ de n’etre point goute de certnines
personnes du beau monde, Los romans do Don Quichotto et de Gil Bias
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sont des tableaus flamands ou 1 ’on voit des noces da viliege-, des
danses champGtres, dos bourgeois ridicules, des fumeurs, des cabarets,
des hdtes et dos h&tesses, des valets etc. Tout cela se trouvo dans
Joseph Andrews; n’importe, los caraoteros des gens de basse condition
ne plaisent pas, tandis quo les naritorn.es, les bergers, les chevriers
espagnols nous charment."®^
Joseph Andrews, although seemingly in the French picaresque tradition,
was too much a portrait of the manners of the English lower classes.

It also

had characters which were in the burlesque or caricature style in contrast to
the psychological subtleties and analytical narratives to which the French
were accustomed in the novels of Prevost and Marivaux.

Even with Desfontaines’s

careful expurgations, it was unpleasing in its realistic scenes and its
realistic language.
the French reader.

There was still too muoh that was new and strange to
Doubtless, at this -time it was not understood and appreci¬

ated in Franco, and to a less extent in England, with regard to Fielding’s
moral satire of social abuses.

Add to this the faot that it was another anti-

Famela appearing the year after Pamela itself had had some success in Francej
that the French anti-Pamela’s preceding it had been unsuccessful and that the
translator felt a lingering enthusiasm for Richardson’s work, and we know the
answer to Desfontaines’s treatment of this theme in the English novel and the
reasons for its lack of popularity abroad.

Ill

LADY BOOBY

By far the greatest alteration made in Joseph Andrews by the French trans¬
lator is the deliberate disfiguring of the oharaotor of Lady Booby,
fontaines says himself in the

As Des-

n

?refatory Letter,” she is the crux of the matter,

Accordingly, it ms necessary for him to do an extensive piece of whitewash¬
ing in order to bring her character into conformity with French standards of
decency and propriety.

The folloxving passage from the "Letter” warns us of

the complete roversal of the portrait Fielding paints of a coarse and licenti¬
ous woman of the world whose passion for her footman drives her to persecute
—
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hixa anti his innocent friends*

It nay also be noted that the multitude of

excuses which the Abie offers for introducing even a relatively acceptable
situation of tide kind indicates the pressure of criticism v;hioh he expected
for forestall*,
"But what you t?ill osteon the moot* is tho soonlineso of all Ms descrip¬
tions and expressions*, and tho wisdom with which he treats a subject which
could have led him into licentious descriptions#
v-ith what decency ho
represents the amorous inclination of a lady of quality for her servant*
whoa sho io tempted to make her husband! Bow well he paints tho battles
of love and pride! How easily ho sustains to the end tho proud charaotor
of this lady who condemns her weaknesses without any the less renouncing
hor designs* and who is punished in tho end* not by having executed then*
but by having only conceived them® If any critic should find fault with
this excellent story* which is tho love of a lady for her servant whom
sho intends to marry* a thought nevertheless which she condemns and which
she docs not carry out* lot mo ask him if the story of Potiphar’s v/ifo
wounds modesty* Bov/* the English Joseph has the same sentiments as tho
Hebrew Joseph* tho same wisdom* the same discretion; and tho lady is not
shameless like tho wife of the Egyptian lord®
If anyone can bo scandal¬
ised by that story* nay ho then erase all the scenes by the greatest
masters who have represented it! Beocn’t your theater as -sell as ours*
treat of such subjects all tho time?* « * Bees it not present servants as
objects of idle affection of persons of quality who see them everyday?
I
am ashamed to mention tho ridiculous objociion to this which seme poreons
have broached to mo that such a thing could be done in Franco®
I cacnot
bo lie vo it of such a judicious nation* Furthermore* this servant is a
gentleman*”!
Am

•rt*x

examination of tho changes which I‘esfont-nines makes in lady

ooby will

Mice us through Books I and IV* the only books in which oho appears*
Indy Booty is first mentioned in connection with tho treatment which
Parson Adams receives at hor hands*

Fielding describes her as a .'"o*#yioms.n

of Gaiety* who had been blessed with a Tonn-Education* and never spoke of her
Country neighbors by any other Appellation than that of ’tho brutes’*"®

Poc«

fontaines softens this opening remark a little: "Lady ofeit uno Fojsaso du
’.'onda cldvoo a la villo* qui regardait toue cos voioins do la canfcagne cans©
dos botes*”'5
After tho Booty family’s arrival in London* Joseph becomes tho recipient
of her attentions®
"She would now walk out with him into Hyde-Park in a morning* and when
tired* which happened almost evory Minute* would loan on his Ann* and
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converse with him in great Familiarity, Whenever she stept out of her
Coach, she would take him hy the Hand, and sometimes, for fear of
stumbling, press it very hard; she admitted him to deliver Messages
at her Bedside in a Horning, leered at him at liable, and indulged him
in all those innocent Freedoms which Women of Figure may permit with¬
out the least sully of their Virtue.”4
This insinuating sneer at the oonduct of a woman of fashion is deleted
by the translator and an excuse for her behavior is added.
"Enfin ello ccmmenqa a le prendre par le bras on se promenant le matin
au Parc, « elle s'y entretenait quelauefois avcc lui; d’autres fois
elle lui serrait la main, dans la crainte de torcber en descendant do
carosse. Le matin avant do se lever, elle le faisait venir, pour lui
rendre compte dans un long de'tail de mille petites commissions dont olio
1‘avait charge" la veille. Enfin elle lui donnait toutes les libertes
innocentes, que les Dames de qualite" accordent aux domestiquer. de confiance, & qui no sont nullemont scandalouso.”®
Tlie conclusion of this chapter which notes that Joseph is rta'ivoly ignor¬
ant of lady Booby’s intent, and that her growing interest in him is fanned
by his indifference is omitted.
The death of Sir Thomas

is the occasion for Desfontaines’s making a signi¬

ficant change in order to preserve the proprieties in Lady Booby’s conduct.
The disconsolate Lady remained confined to her house following Sir Thomas’e
death under these conditions.
’’During the first six Days the poor lady admitted none but. Mrs. Slipslop,
and three Female Friends, who made a Party at Cards* but on the seventh
she ordered Joey, whom, for good Reason, vre shall hereafter call Joseph,
to bring up her Tea-kettle.
"Pendant les six premiers jours elle fut invisible pour tons les amis de
sa maison; personne n’etait admis dans sa chambre* la seule Slipslop
la aervait avec le jeune Joseph, qui lui apportait regulierement son the"^
& restaic dans la chambre tandis qu’elle le prenait. II avait ordre de
ne point sortir de 1’antichambre, &..d’entrer toujours des que Slipslop
sortirait pour quelque affaire, ou pour obdir aux ordres de Madame, qu’elle
recevait fre'quemment. II n’etait pas a propos que Lady restfit seule dans
la douleurcu.se situation ou elle etait. Hals que .les rembdes de la tristesse sont quelquefois dangerousea, & qu’il est naturel aiu coour humain
de passer sans miliexi d’une extremity a l’autrej Temoin l’hiatoire autentique de la fanouso Matrone d’Epheoe.”?
In this paragraph, as well as in the one quoted from Chapter IV, not only
are the damaging comments omitted, but there is a considerable elaboration
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of lady Booty’s irreproachable conduct as a widow,

The reminder of the Bibli¬

cal parallel of Potiphar’s ■wife and Joseph to justify her weakness echoes back
to the apology in the "Prefatory Letter,”
We oorao now to the scone of the attempted seduction, which surely poses
a very trying problem to the translator*

Ho precedes his treatment of it with

another longtliy apology which is not without humor*
"I aslc the Reader’s pardon beforehand for the 3Cone which I must expose,
in order not to fall short of the laws of biography which demand that
nothing, be omitted which is true in the subject being treated. The most
virtuous Christian may read in the Bible about the seduotive caresses
with which Potipharos wife tried to corrupt the virtue of the young
Joseph, her servant. One roads this circumstantial account and one is
edified by it, Why then should one not be edifiod by what I am going
to recount, since it is precisely the same thing? In fact, the English
lady must seem less guilty than the Egyptian, since in oi'der to declare
herself, she has waited until she was a widow and free; and she has
been able to command her desires, not only all the timo that she ms
bound in marriage, but even during the first sir days of her liberty.
Here again a Joseph is going to renew' the memorable example of the old
Joseph, The rarer these examples of heroic chastity, the mere they de¬
serve to be praised, ; Besides, since Heaven has wished that brother and
sister shine in the same virtue, why should it not be appreciated on
this Earth?°8
The scene opens with lady Booby sending for Joseph at ten o’clock in tho
morning, a detail added by the Abbe",
amours.

Sho begins to question him about his

He modestly denies having any and she praises him for his secrecy,

■which the Abbd- calls discretion,

Hie dialogue continues with Lady Booby more

and more openly insinuating her inclination for Joseph, during which she im¬
perceptibly shifts from the polite form of address to the familiar,

Joseph

obtusely refuses to be enticed until finally she resorts to crudor allurements.
At this point the Abb<Tdrops the conversation and picks it tip again near the
end of the scene whore she is inviting Joseph to make advances to her with
the assurance that not only will they not bo resisted but, on the contrary,
will be welcomed.

This speech is so worded as to seem a not improper declara¬

tion of love on her part,

Joseph, of course, continues to misunderstand and

assures hor of his faithful service to "the family.
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At thin, Lady Booby bursts

into a flood of tears and orders him out*

The parody of F.”aola*s emotional

outbursts and proper responses in scenes of trial with Hr. B. is altered in
the contest which the Abbe" provides, and instead of appearing as parody, it
sustains his efforts to present Lady Booby as the high-minded lady of the
beau Bioude who has contracted an infatuation for her footman.
Joseph’s letter to his sister, Pamela, contains several alterations in
the light in which Lady Booby is presented*

Joseph paints a true picture of

”Harriage-'h-la-mode,” telling Pamela that it is no socret that lady Booby and
her husband quarreled constantly, and "I have heard her Ladyship wish. his
Honour dead above a thousand tines; ...

The Abbs' says,"J’ai entendu

Hadarne dire plus d’unc fois, qu’elle eiait bien nalhoureuse de 1 ’avoir e'pouse”.
Joseph hints at his suspicions of her motives toward him:

”• • . and she held

my Hand, and talked exactly as a lady does to her Sweetheart in a Stage-Play,
which I have seen in Covont Garden, while she wanted him to be no better than
he should be.,:-^

The Abbe is more circumspect: ”, .

. ello m’a pris la main,

6; m’a tenu un ciscours tout semblable a celui qu’une Dame tient A un homme
dans une Comedie que j'ai vu representor*”
Lady Booby’s reflections follov/ing the repulse of her advances show the
characteristic elaboration of sentiments T/hich portray a noble lady in the
clutch of her lower nature*

Those remarks which depict her otherwise are

omitted, as is usual.
"Ho sooner had Josoph left the Room in the Kanner we have before related
than the lady, enraged at heir Disappointment, began tc reflect with
severity on her Conduct. Her Love was now changed to Disdain, whioh
Pride assisted to torment ncr, She despised herself for the Heauness
of her Fassion, and Joseph for its ill Success, However, she had got
the better of it in her own Opinion, and determined immediately to dis¬
miss the Object, After much tossing and turning in her Bed, and many
Soliloquies,*..she at last rung the Be 11*.,”^
”Iiorsquo Joseph se fut retire* de la faqon qu’on a vu ci-dessus, Lady
an desespoir se mitii fhiro des reflexions tres seriouses sur sa propre
conauite. Son amour so changes en meprisj ello detesta la bassesse de
son inclination, l, so prosit de hair desormais celui qui avait eu la

hardiesse de se fair aimer d'elle, & qui avait dedaigne'*des sentiments
qu'elle eSt du otouffer# Elle se sentit alors aussi tourmentee par
l'orgueil, qu'elle l’avait ete"par l’amour. Cet orgueil mortifie*'lui
ordonnait de ehasser pour toujours de sa maison & de sa pre"sence l'objet
de sa vive passion. Elle ceda a l'orgueil, & se crut victorieuse de
1'amour. Apres s*§tre tournee cent fois dans son lit, apres un mono¬
logue touchant,». .elle sormao.
Indy Booby's plan for the second interview is another sneer of Fielding's
at the conduct of the woman of fashion.
"She resolved to preserve all the dignity of the ivoman cf fashion to her
servant, and to indulge herself in this last view of Joseph, (for that
she was most certainly resolved it should be) at his own expense, ty
first insulting, & then discarding him.”!®
n

Enfin elle foraa le geWreux dessein de se tenir dans les bornes quo
son rang lui prescrivait, & de s’accorder uniquement lo plaisir de sa
yue pour la derniere fois, etant bien resolue de no le revoir de sa vie.
Son dessein m@me etait de le maltraiter vivement, & de lui dormer ensuite
son conge'. "1®
Bio following paragraph at the opening of Chapter VIII is typical of
Desfontaines's program in delineating a not entirely reprehensible lady Booby.
’Sut as it becomes us to preserve the Character of this Lady, who is the
Heroine of our Tale; and as we have naturally a wonderful Tenderness
for that beautiful Part of the human Species called the Fair Sex; before
we discover too much of her Frailty to our Reader, it will be proper to
give him a lively Idea of the vast Temptations, which overcame all the
Efforts of a modest and virtuous Kind; and then we humbly hope his Good¬
nature vlll rather pity than condemn the Imperfection of Human Virtue.”17
”Commo nous avons un fond de tendresse respectueuse pour cette diamante
partie du Genre-humain, qu'on appello le Beau Sexo, & que d'ailleurs il
est de notre devoir de conserver le caractdre de Lady Booby sans tache,
il faut avant que d'exposer sa fragilite', presenter uno vive peinture
des tentations qui eurent la force do vaincre la Constance d'une femme
vraiment vortueuse, afin d'engager le Leoteur ”a plaindre plutftt qu'a
censurer les faiblesses de la Kature-humaine.”!®
Vfhile Fielding's passage is thoroughly tongue-in-cheek, Desfontaines's
is sincere.

These changes fit in with his criticism of The Confessions of

Count de »«<> in the "Prefatory Letter.”

In this work, he finds that the women

are not treated with enough consideration for his taste.

It "breathes only

the pleasures of the sense, and teaches only the libertinism of the heart."!®
Efforts to support morality abound in the following passage in which
-
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Lady Booby accuses Joseph of annoying her maids#

She refers to them as

"wicked sluts"^® and to Betty as an "imprudent trollop*"*^

Of course, this

language is not suitable to the lady as Desfontaines has presented her, so
ho alters the terms to more genteel ones0
She advises Joseph not to commit another crime in denying the truth of
his affair with Betty, saying, "I could pardon the first but I hate a liar."*^
This innuendo cannot pass in the French, which substitutes an admonition not
to pile crime on crime by denying the evil we do.
Y2hen Joseph asserts that he offered only kissing, she becomes coy and is
covered with blushes and stammers.

Y/hen she tells him that ladies have ad¬

mitted their footmen to such familiarities as kissing, the Abbd" carefully sees
that this is understood to be quite proper.

”11 y a eu des Dames qui ont

quelquefois accorde" ces potites graces, pour temoigner combien elles etaient
satisfaites d’un jeune domestique, qui lour paraissent meritor cette distinc¬

tion."^

Her rhapsodies on Joseph’s charms are omitted.

These attempts to preserve her reputation from stain continue in the next
passage in whioh Fielding writes, "Have you the Assurance to pretend, that
when a lady demeans herself to throw aside the Rules of Decency.your Vir¬
tue should resist her Inclination?"^

"Avez-vous bien l’effrontorie de me

parlor de la sorts, quand une femme de qualite" s*abaisse,...quand elle s'oublie
jusqu’au point de vous verifier les regies vulgairos?"
word "virtue" in her speeches.

The Abbe" avoidsthe

He also omits her furious question as to why,

\vhen she had conquered her own virtue, she should find any obstruction in his.
Joseph’s answer, naturally, is changed from "I can’t see why her having no
virtue should be a reason against my not having any?

or why, because I am a

man, or because I am poor, my virtue must be subservient to her pleasure."^®
This becomes simply, "Je ne veux pas renoncer a la vertu."*^
This concludes the character of lady Booby as adapted in Book I of the
-
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novel for the French reader.

She does not appear in Book II at all, "but it

is interesting to note that the translator consistently preserves the character
he has built up*

The only reference to her found in Book III occurs when

Joseph, Parson Adams and Mr* Wilson are seated around the fire after their
meal.

Parson Adams relates their story to Mr. Wilson "...with as much TenderOO

ness as was possible for the Character of Indy Booby;

..."

Adamsls implied

judgmont of her is omitted from the French.
The presentation of Lady Booby in a sympathetic light is resumed in Book
IV.

The first change to be observed is quite a large one.

Fielding represents

her absentee landlordism in terms of stinging denunciation.
"She entered the Parish amidst the ringing of Bells and the Acclamations
of the Poor, %vho were rejoiced to see their Patroness returned after BO
long an Absence, during which tine all her Rents had been drafted to
London, without a Shilling being spent among them, which tended not a
little to their utter impoverishing; ...”29
This diatribe against the Lady’s behavior is reversed*
"Elio fut repue de ses vassaux avec de grandes demonstrations de joi&j;
cos pauvres gens etaient tous charmes de revoir leur Dame, qui amenait
b. sa suite la paix & l’abondance.n30
The many self-deceiving reflections of Lady Booby presented by Fielding
with such skill and humor are abridged in the French by the usual omission of
any comments which would cast a suspicion of coarseness on Lady Booby’s nature.
The following passage illustrates the handling typical of several such passages.
"Reflection thon hurried her farther, and told hor she must see this
beautiful Youth no more; nay, suggested to her that she herself had dis¬
missed him for no other Fault than probably that of too violent an Awe
and Respect for herself; ^and which she ought rather to have esteemed a
Merit, the Effects of which were besides so easily and surely to have
been removed; she then blamed, she cursed the hasty Rashness of hor
Temper; her Fury was vented all on herself, and Joseph appeared innocent
in her eyes. Her Passion at length grew so violent, that it forced her
on seeking Relief, and now she thought of recalling him:/ but Pride forbad that, Pride which soon drove all softer Passions from her Soul, and
represented to her the Meanness of him she was fond of. That Thought
? soon began to obscure his Beauties; Contempt succeeded next, and then
Disdain, which presently introduced her hatred of the Creature who had
\given her so much Uneasiness. These Enemies of Joseph had no sooner

[
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taken possession of her Hind than they insinuated to her a thousand
things in his Disfavours everything hut Dislike of her Persons a
Thought which.) as it would have been intolerable to bear, she cheoked
the Moment it endeavoured to arise© Revenge came now to her Assistance;
and she considered her Dismission of him, stript, and without a Charac¬
ter, with the utmost Pleasure© She rioted in the several kinds of
Misery which her Imagination suggested to her might be his Fate; and,
flth a smile composed of Anger, Mirth, and Scorn, viewed him in the Rags
in which her Fancy had drest him*”®-*”Ia reflexion, loin de la soulager, ne fit qu’augmenter ses peinesj
puisqu’elle lui fit envisager Joseph ccmme perdu pour toujours, par sa
propre fauto* Elle 1'avait chasser de choz elle avec une espece d'opprobre, tandis qua tout son crime n’etait peut-etre que sa crainte &
sa modestie© Copendant l’orgueil, qui est la passion dominants choz la
plupart des Femmes, lui fit envisager la bassesse de ses sentiments*
Las oharmes de l’objet s'evanouirent tout d’un coups le mepris succeSa
'a l’estime, & la haine sembla prendre la place de 1’amour, Une fois
l’idee lui vint qu51 avait du degout pour elles mais ne pouvant la
supporter, elle s'efforqa de la detruire* Enfin le sel da la vengeance
assaisonna sa passions >;elle so le represents dans la plus affreuse
misero; & la seule imagination du plaisir qu’ello se promettait en le
voyant dans cet etat, lui arraoha un sourire amer, compose* de joie, de
mepris, & de colsro*”®^
The Abbe" eliminates the linos on the return of her passion for Joseph
(those indicated by brackets);

and employs paraphrase to condense the remainder

of the passage*
In line with the toning down of her monologues, this comment on the ef¬
fect that seeing Joseph in church has upon lady Booby is cancelled*

”,..I

have heard it was remarked that she fixed her Eyes on him much more than on
the Parson;

o*,*uSo

Further meditations on her unfortunate amour are broken by the arrival
of her brother and Pamela, thorn she received ’Hvith more Civility than he ex¬
pected;

indeed, with the utmost;

for she tras perfectly polite, nor had any

vice inconsistent with Good-breeding*”®"

Desfontaines puts this in terns of

the democratizing effect of lady Booby’s love for Joseph, her servant*

”Lady,

toute fi&re qu’elle etait, la requt avec beaucoup de politesse, & lui temoigna
m©me de 1’amitie**

Peut-otre Pamela fut rodevablo de cette bonne reception

aux sentiments de lady pour Joseph*

C’etait une conduite consequent*”®®

The Abbd perseveres with his alteration of lady B» from a vicious woman
mm

tm

thwarted in her designs to that of a noblewoman victimized by a romantic pas¬
sion*

He indulges her in tortures of despair and love far different from

those recounted by Fielding*

V.hen she retired from the dinner table, "She

then went up to her Chamber, sent for Slipslop, threw herself on the Bed in
the Agonies of Love, Bage, and Despairj

nor could she conceal those boiling

Passions longer without bursting*
”En aohevant ces mots elle se retira dans sa chambre, oxi elle se jetta
sur son lit dans une espece d’agonie* L’amour, la rage & lo de'sespoir
la deohiraient tour a tour* ”11 faut, dit-ollo, quo je rdvole oe fatal
secret, 30 no puis plus le gardor, son poids n’accable; en lo revelant,
30 trouvorai pout-6tro quelque secours*”S7
Comparison of the English with the French reveals two differences*
fontainos shows us Lady Booby alone, not with Slipslops
dramatic monologue for Fielding’s narrative style*

Des-

and he substitutes

There is also a touch of

the romantic ’’victim of fate” theme*
She does not discover her emotional disturbance as she intended*

Instead,

she praises the beauty and virtues of Joseph, "*«.ending, at last, with ex¬
pressing her Concern that so much Tenderness should bo thrown away on so despic
able an Object as Farmy*”®^

”• « • elle acheva par tine lamentation des plus

touchantes, sur co qu’il prodiguait tant de tendrosse A tant de sentiments
hero'iques pour un objot aussi meprisable qu’etait Fanny a sos yeux*”®^
Eliminating the grosser side of her nature and elevating her love for
Joseph now makes her appear to bo a noblewoman tortured by jealousy of a rival
of a lower social class than herself*

Thus, pride of rank is substituted for

the innate brutality of her attitude toward the lower classes to whom she al¬
ways referred, as Fielding said earlier, as “the brutes
The language of the passage showing crude abuse of Fanny in an extreme
of passion and vengeance is unacceptable to the French blenseance, which re¬
jects the display of strong emotion*
”Uo, I will tear his Image from my Bosom, tread on him, spurn him. I
will have those pitiful Charms, which now I despise, mangled in my sight;
M 45 *•»

for I xvill not suffer the little Jade I hate to riot in the Beauties
I condemns”41
"Hon jo m’arracherai plutot le coeur que do ne pas detruire une detest¬
able imago, qui s’y est graves en caracteres de feu, Ingrat Joseph, tu
eprouveras lea redoutables effets de ma vengeance, tu imploreras en-vain
ma pitiej Ma Rivale triomphante te verra expirer, & ne jou’ira point du
bien qu’elle m’enlevo,"42

'

In these lines the false pride of fashionable society is replaced by the
French regard for family honor,

"Marry a Footman!

wards bear the Eyes of my Acquaintance?""®

"Ah!

Distraction!

Can I after¬

si je l'opouso, de quol front

oserai-je regarder mes parents, apres les avoir deshonores par une alliance
aussi honteuse?"44
The theme of honor is often repeated as a substitute for prudence and
pride.

Moralizing takes the plaoe of vanity and hypoorisy,

"Haw much more exquisite is the Pleasure resulting from the Reflection
of Virtue and Prudence than the faint Relish of what flows from Vice
and Folly!"45
"Ah! goutons plutot les joies de la vertu & de 1’honnour, Le vice &
la faiblesse trainent "a leur suite trop de chagrins & de malheurs,,,46
Honor, not pride, is the mainspring of the French Lady,

She congratulates

herself on overcoming her unworthy affection for Joseph#
"Yes, I thank Heaven and my Pride, I have now perfectly conquered this
unworthy Passions and if there was no Obstacle in its way, my Pride
would disdain any Pleasures which could be the Consequence of so base,
so mean, so vulgar - #"47
"Que le Ciel soit loue! L'honneur remporte enfin la victoire, & je meprise
un bien, dont je ne puis jouir sans bassesse, que je ne gourrais pout-etra
me procurer que par un enchalnement do crimes affreux!"4o
Slipslop returns with the nows that Fanny and Joseph are brother and sister,
a piece of news which obliterated all her good intentions "which the suprsne
Power of Reason had so wisely made just before,"-9

Again "honor" replaces
CO

reason.

All of the fine resolutions "que l’honneur vonait d’inspirer "h Lady"

vanish#
In this scene it should be noted also that a too physical passage is sup-
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planted by one more to be expected from a romantic heroine*
”Retire - to feed continually on Beauties which my inflamed Imagination
sickens with eagerly gazing onj to satisfy every Appetite, every Desire,
with their Utmost T/ish.n51
”Qui, ;je puis passer me5 jours dans quelque ddsert affreux, que sa presence
embellira: la, jo coulerai d’heureux jours dans la contemplation do tous
ses charmes, & dans la jou'issance dos divins plaisirs que 1’amour prcdigue
aux vrais AmantSo*o«”52
Desfontaines is loyal to the last, even protecting her from Fielding’s
final blows*

She rises to investigate the disturbance in Slipslop's room,

and n***being a Woman of bold spirit, she slipt on a Nightgown, Petticoat,
& Slippers, and taking a Candle, which always burnt in her Chamber****”
goes out*

The Abbe* omits this slur on her courage.

she

After Joseph’s marriage

she returns to London to be solaced by a Captain of Dragoons*

The additional

entertainment of ”eternal Parties at Cards,” “ the Frenchman does not mention*
In comparing these passages we have learned that Desfontaines has recon¬
structed the lady Booby of the English novel bys

(1) omitting some vulgar

passages which show her as a person of vicious characterj

(2) toning down

the style, i*e», substituting paraphrase for any coarse language and sentiment
which display ill-breedings

and (S) and by making her the means for insert¬

ing some moralizing comments for the reader’s improvement*
These changes which Desfontaines makes in his effort to effect a rapproche¬
ment of French and English taste virtually create a nevr character and thus
considerably alter the novel in translation*
IV PARSON ADAIS
Parson Adams, the lovable, ludicrous follow who is Fielding’s greatest
literary creation, is portrayed very sympathetically by Desfontaines*

He fre¬

quently enhances his character by suppressing some of the more comical actions
of the clergyman.

In the original description of Adams, the Frenchman parti¬

cularly emphasizes his learning*

Adams was supposed to know Greek, Latin,
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several Oriental tongues, and Frenoh, Italian, and Spanish,,

Desfontaines

elaborates the Oriental tongues, naming Hebrew, Chaldean, and Samaritan#
■Where Fielding says the good Parson had "treasured up a Fund of Learning,
rarely to be met with in a University,

ill

the Abbe underlines the point, say¬

ing that his equal could hardly be found in "la plus celebre University
d’Allemagne."^
However, elsewhere in the novel the matter of the Parson’s great learn¬
ing is not so much pointed up bocause Desfontaines must condense passages#
He does this by leaving out Adams’s learned words and Latin phrases#

For

instance, in Book II, Chapter II, when Adams discovers that he has left his
sermons at home, he mourns his remissness in Latin and Greek}
the sole Cause, the aitia monotato of my Peregrination#"®

”ut ita dicam,

Desfontaines makes

a general paraphrase, leaving out these lines.
After he rescues Fanny, he accosts passers-by with a Latin greeting,
which the French version cuts out#

The largest emission displaying Adams’s

learning in Latin and Greek occurs when Fanny and he are falsely accused be¬
fore the justice#

It has already been discussed#

Passages in which he advances opinions supported by quoting from the
ancients are not changed, and he still declares himself "not Eiuch travelled
in the History of modern Times, that is to say, these last thousand Yearsj #.#
However, in the final book of the novel, the Frenohman fails to deliberately
state this trait of Adam’s personality, whiah he does do with regard to his
gestures, curiosity, vanity, and simplicity#

Adams’s son has just read aloud

to the company that Paul’s wi fa was a good lady but nevertheless a woman $
"that is to say, an Angel, and not an Angel#"

Adams takes exception, saying,

"You must mistake, Child, ...for you read Nonsense#"

The child replies, "It

is so in the Book," and Adams "was thon silenced by Authority, and Diok pro¬
ceeded#"®

This remax'k is omitted by Desfontaines*
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Another description of Adams in Chapter XVI, Book I, depicts his physical appearance#
"He had on a hight-cap drawn ovor Ms Mg, and a short great Coat, vvhich
half covered Ms Cassock, - a Dress wMch, added to something oomical
enough in Ms Countenance, composed a Figure likely to attract the Eyes
of those who were not ovor given to Observation®5^
”11 avait cur la tfrte un gros bonnet de laine bleue par-dessus vine perruque
tres antique, & un large surtout de gros drap gris couvrait sa robe
Sacordotale, qui dtant retroussee fort haut, lui donnait vine grosseur
enome# Cet ajustement, joint U je ne sai quoi de singulier dont sa
physionomie etait ornde, composait un assemblage digne de 1’attention
des gens les moins curieux#"7
Desfontaines adds the colors of the blue night-cap and the grey coat, but does
not say the Parson appeared comical.
The tendency to color up those descriptions runs throughout the novel*
later, the hostess at an inn mistakes Parson Adams for a traveling peddler
because of Ms dress®
"•.ofor he marched in a swingeing Great but short white Coat with black
Buttons, a short big, and a Hat which, so far from having a black Hatband,
had nothing black about it.”8
"#..& qu’il dtait vetu d’un surtout tres large, de couleur grise, garni
de boutons noirs, avec vine courte perruque jadis bruno, & quo son chapeau
n’avait plus que la moitie" des bords, le rests dtant ronge par le temps#
Tempua edax re rum# ”9
The translator has added here the brown wig, and he changes the detail about
the hatband for one which underlines Adams’s poverty.
His dress is equally laugh-inspiring when lady Booby and her company
pay him a visit at home#

He made no apologies, "though he was in his Half-

Cassock, and a Flannel Night-Cap*"^®

Desfontaines cuts the description short

by mentioning the night-oap but leaving out the cassock*
The Abbd" openly defends Adams’s ourious dress when the Parson and Beau
Didapper are joking with one another about it*
"•••Many Jokos past between the Beau and the Parson, oMofly on each
other’s Dressj those afforded much Diversion to the Company#"!!
n

##*Mylord, qui fit brilier son esprit aux depens;d’Adams, on le raillant
-
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sur sa parure* lo Kinistr© lux rendit 1G change avec bsauooup plus de sel***""^
In all those scenes the sympathetic presentation of the Parson's povertystricken condition is consistent*

Desfontaines shows his knowledge of con¬

ditions prevailing in English clerical life in the "Eclairissemont" for Book I*
"Parson Adams is a very poor vicar* as they are for the most part, being
in the hire of the rector pr the beneficod clergyman* The rector some¬
times draws ten thousand pounds in revenue from his benefice, and scarce¬
ly gives fifty or sixty a year to his vicar, who is often married and
has nine or ten children, while the preacher, frequently unmarried, abounds
in wealth* This is a real abuse in our country, which the late Queen
Anne tried to remedy with little success*"15
Desfontaines seems to have hold very orthodox Christian views*
he agrees with Parson Adams, but adds a few little details*

In general,

For example, in

the discussion of tho commercial worthlessness of sermons, he adds a signi¬
ficant remark*

The bookseller has said that he v/ould "as soon print one of

WhitefieId»G as any Farce “whatever*"!de Bousseau bien traduites

Desfontaines substitutes "les Epigrammes

for the farce, which puts him on the side of

the conservatives*
The discussion of religion which follows between Barnabas, Adams, and
the bookseller also confirms his conservative position*

It is quite literally

translated and retains all references to English clergymen*

The

AVb€ is well

up on English popular taste in sermons, for he explains in a footnote that
Tillotson ms the Bourdaloue of the English*
Barnabas decries tho principles of YJhitofiold, who wants to return to
primitive Christianity, as worse than those of "Toland, V'oolston, and all
the Free Thinkers."!®

Desfontaines adds "tent Atheos que Deistes,"^ no doubt

a reflection of his bitter animosity towards Voltaire, leader of tho deists*
He also retains Adams’s diatribe against the enthusiasm and nonsense of
TiThitefield in upholding faith against works*
side of the argument*

-
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Adams proceeds to defend his

”Aye, Sir,” said Adams; ”tho contrary, I thank Heaven, is inculcated
in almost every Page, or I should helye my own Opinion, which hath al¬
ways "been, that a virtuous and good Turk, or Heathen, are more accept¬
able in the sight of their Creator than a vicious and wicked Christian,
though his Faith was as perfectly Orthodox as St, Paul himself,”18
To this Desfontaines adds a typical eighteenth century phrase:
”,,,car je crois qu’un Turc, ou un Payen qui Sait la Loi de la Nature,
& qui mene une vie irreprochable selon les lumieres qu*il a reques, est
moins condamnable qu’un Chre'tien avoc sa foi accompagneC de mechancetbi”^
Adams goes on to denounce those clergymen who are ”some few designing
factious Mon, who have it at heart to establish some favourite Schemes at the
Price of the Liberty of Mankind, and the very Essence of Religion,”20
men do not have it in their power ”to decry any Book they please,”^

These
Here

the Frenchman adds an authoritarian touch, censuring personal ambition in the
clergy, and omitting that subversive phrase, the liberty of mankimd,
n

Mais si par le Clerge''vous entende2 une poigneb de factieux qui s*elevent
contra lours Supe"rieurs, & pretendent, en faisant bande a part, acquo'rir
un nom, & so rendre considerables aux depen3 de l’ossence meme de la
Religion, ils no sont point on pouvoir de de"crier aucun Idvre,"22
Desfontaines emits the reference to Bishop Hoadly/’s ”A Plain Account of
the Mature and End of the Sacrament,” as well as Barnabas*s comment that he
expects to hear Adams praise the Alcoran, the Leviathan, or V/oolston next*
In Chapter XVII, Desfontaines refers to Whitefield and Wesley, but ho
places his explanation regarding them and Hoadley in the "Eclairissement" for
Book I,

It erroneously refers to Chapter XVIII, but it is really Chapter

XVII in which religious matters are tinder discussion,
”Whitefield and Wesley, who are mentioned in Chapter XVII, are two preachers
of the Anglican Church, who are not allowed to preach in the churches*
They are suspended, and for that reason preach in the orossroads, in the
streets of London, and in our provinces in the open air and fields. The
usual subject of their discourses is predestination and divine grace,
while they often rant against the luxury of the age, Whitefield has been
preaohing abroad as far as America, There are those who consider them
saints, others consider them mad, and others believe them to be rascals.
In my opinion, their doctrine is equally contrary to common-sense and to
the Gospel, I have suppressed in this Chapter several passages which
would be of little interest in France, regarding the celebrated Doctor
Benjamin Hoadley, now the Bishop'of Winchester, This prelate oreated
-
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quite a sensation during the reign of George I, and his sermons were
strongly censured,, There v/as a party in the High Church, vhich claimed
that he was a heretics Also, there were terrible quarrels with Doctor
Franois Atterbury, Bishop of Rochester, who died in Paris ten years
ago* Bishop Hoadley is certainly a learned prelate, a man of integrity,
and a very charitable ones but Woolston, who is mentioned again in
that passage, has written some very bold treatises against the miracles
of Christ, which have caused him to be regarded as a foolish pedant and
to be imprisoned*"^
There is no evidence of the omissions he Epeaks of.
He adds a complimentary remark on Adams’s sermons $

n

ces Sermons, son

precieux tresor & le doux objet do ses pensdes & de son estime,...”^.

tut

uses a footnote to praise English funeral sermons*
"Lea Oraisons funebres sont fort communes en Angleterro* On en fait de
toutes les persoimes do quelque consideration, suivant l’usage dos
Anoiens0”25
later, he distorts Adams’s conversation with tho doctor and Barnabas on
this subject in order to explain another English custom*

Barnabas wants to

borrow Adams’s funeral sermon, but on finding that it praised a very moral
magistrate, decides that it will not suit his deceased who was "a little too
much addicted to liquor, and publickly kept a Mistress*"^

He concludes that

he must anake use of a common sermon, and trust to his memory to be properly
complimentary to the man*

Tho doctor answers "to your Invention rather, *•*

your memory will be apter to put you out;
thing good of him*"^?

for no Kan living remembers any¬

Desfontaines omits the doctor’s advice, and in a foot¬

note, describes the ii&y in which Anglican preachers keep their notebooks of
sermons in their hands when they preach in order to supplement their lack of
memory, often only reading from it in the pulpit.
Hi3 true opinion of the merit of funeral sermons is exposed in the
"Eclairissement" for Book II,
"Funeral orations are very common in England, Tho panegyrio is in pro¬
portion to the reward to be expected* Poets are no greater writers of
fiction than the makers of these funeral sermons, for they are no
Bossuets nor Fleohierss-n28
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Although the Abbe" appears to hold conservative, orthodox views, he does
not hesitate to show Adams as a rather heterodox clergyman of independent
mind.

There are no important omissions*

In the matter of Adams’s political

opinions, he follows the same path, but by cutting a passage short rather dis¬
figures a point relating to Adams’s naivete*

Adams relates the story of his

career as a man of political influence to the hunter*

In reality, ho is ex¬

plaining that it was his influence with his nephew ’.vhich alone procured him
his place*

Dosfontaines does not make this so clear because he fails

to say

that Adams did not learn until after his nephew’s death that Lady Booby had
premised the living elsewhere without Squire Eooby’s knowledge*

Adams sin¬

cerely believes in this obviously false excuse*
"He promised mo a Living, poor manj and I believe I should have had it,
but an Accident happened, which was, that my Lady had promised it before,
unknown to him*
This, indeed, I never heard till afterwards;
for my
Sophew, who died about a month before the Incumbent, always told me I
might be assured of it*"29
Desfontaines never mentions the nephew’s promise or his death, and does not
disclose the situation between the lines in Adams’s conversation*
Adams goes on to say that he still oontinues to throw a bit of politics
into his sermons at the proper seasons, ’’which I have the pleasure to hear is'
rw

not disagreeable to Sir Thcmas and the other honest Gentlemen my Neighbours,", °
Sir Thomas is left out of this and lady Booby is substituted*

These neighbors

have promised to procure an ordination for Adams’s son, "who is now near
Thirty, hath an infinite Stock of Learning, and is, I thank Heavon, of an ex¬
ceptionable Idfoo***”^

Dosfontainos alters the son’s age to twenty-five*

There is no certainty of the motiY§ behind those changes, but probably it is
only an indication of haste and carelessness*
Adams’s comical mannerisms are rendered with somewhat less vigor by the
Frenchman*

He endeavors, without changing tho character of tho Parson drasti-

cally, to olevato him slightly from the ludicrous picture painted by Fielding*
-
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Sometimes Bosfontaines says the Parson shakes his fingers instead of snapping
them* his characteristic mannerism,

When he does mention this habit, ho usually

appends the remark that this is Adams»s .customary gesture.

The omissions of

Adams’s vigorous movements create a much less vivid portrait.

For example,

when he hears Fanny’s cries for help, "Adams, made no Answer, hut snapt his
Fingers, and brandishing his Crahstick, made directly to the Place*"32

This

paints a clear picture of the clergyman’s pugnacious ability in battle, of
his manner when excited, and his speed in action,

Bosfontaines weakens the

effect:
"Les cris augpientant, le brave Adams, sans daigner repondre, enpoigna
son biton, & s’onfonca dans les broussailles du cSto' d'ou venaient les
eris,,«"So
But there is no objection to the combative attitudes of Adams,
’Alien Joseph and Fanny are united, Adams shows his joy by dancing about
the room in rapture,

Bosfontaines finds him "fort sensible a co doux spectacle,"3"

and says that he shares the joy of the two lovers.

Later, when the three dis¬

cover that their resources are insufficient tc pay their bill at the inn, "they
stood silent some fexr Minutes, staring at each other, when Adams whipt out on
his Toes"®® to seek aid.
in the French version.
minister in the village#

No such characteristically sudden action is found
He very sedately goes out to ask if there is not a
The Parson’s awkwardness is not emphasized.

Some of his groans are omitted, too,

When he applied to Trulliber without

success for money, "»,,he returned as pennyless as he Trent, groaning and lament¬
ing that it was possible, in a Country professing Christianity, for a Wretch
to starve in the midst of his Fellow-Creatures who abounded,"0®

Bosfontaines

leaves out the groans and adds a typical, moralizing note: ",.,il revint en
lamentant la depravation du sihcle, voyant que dans un pays Chretien, un horcme
•2*7

pouvait mourir de faim, au milieu de ses freros combles do richesses,"
individual style of Adams is notihere.
-

The

Similarly, when ITr, Wilson has described
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his career as a beau, "•••Adams fetched a deep Groan, and then,.Ibleasiag himself, cry’d out, ‘Good Lord!

what vdeked Times these arej’

says, instead of this, "Bon BieuJ

Quo la jeunesse eat un mauvais tempsi^"88

and changes the groan to "un profond soupir."-1-1
adds a sentimental note*

The translator

In this same passage, he

Wilson has concluded his story*

"Here the Gentleman fetched a deep sigh, which Mr* Adams echoed very
loudly; and both continued silent, looking on each other for some
Minute s*
"ioi, le Gentilhcmme se mit a pleurer amerement, & Adams l’imita,
pleurant & geinissant encore plus quo lui«n-2
In like fashion, in Book IV, Desfontaines softens Fielding’s description
of Adams’s mood*

He, Joseph, and Fanny have quarreled with Lady Booby and

her company and "Adams seemed now very much dejected, which his Wife perceiv¬
ing, began to apply some matrimonial Balsam*"*8

The Abbe” says that he appeared

"triste & rSveur,"^* a very mild mood for the clergyman*
There is no change in the matter of the Parson’s poor horsemanship, ex¬
cept that sometimes comical descriptions of it are left out*

Adams’s little

vanity in his habit of competing on foot with carriages is also emitted*
Comical fheial expressions, such as Adams "screwing up his mouth"^8 are modi¬
fied to less striking ones, "en composant son visage"*^6

Desfontaines deliber¬

ately alters tho description of Adams in sleep from this*

"Joseph, who,«**no

sooner perceived, on looking up, the Position of Adams, who was stretohed on
his Back, and snored louder -than tee usual braying of the Animal vlth long
Ears,*,*.";-^ to this: "Joseph, le voyant profondement endomi."^8

One finds

a consistent amount of evidence all through the novel that the Frenchman .wants
to present Adams in a sympathetic light to his French public*

The softening

of his more exaggerated traits of personality would certainly make him conform
more closely to the French doctrine of good teste*
He never fails to emphasize Adams’s mannerliness and courtesy*
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When lady

Booty and her friends arrive at his home, the family retires from the chimneyside to give room to their company.

These details of Adams's behavior as a

host are added in the French version.
”11 prebonta son fauteuil do bois "a. Lady, & des tabourets de mdme e'toffe
aux autres, on leur disant qu'il etait•oharmd' de les voir dansrsa pauvre
chaumidro."-9
Perhaps the most amusing instance of Adams’s good manners comes along
when Joseph and Fanny arrive at his home at the breakfast hour.

Tors. Adams

has ju3t had the last word in an argument,
"H.when Joseph and Fanny entered their Kitchin, where the Parson and
his Wife then sat at Breakfast over some bacon and cabbage...Adams, who
no sooner heard that Fanny had neither oat nor drank that Morning than
he presented her a Bone of Bacon he had just been gnawing, being the
only Remains of his Provision, and then ran nimbly to the Tap, and pro¬
duced a Mug of small Beer, which he called Ale; however, it was the
best in his House*”50

Dosfontaines leaves out the bone of bacon and renders the passage thus?
"Mr. Adams les pria de se mettre "3. table, puis il desoendit a sa cave,
pour tirer tan broo d’une liqueur tres rafraichissante, qu'il appellalt
do la biere, quoique ce ne fi?t qu’une eau colore"e. On lui en avait la
m©me obligation que si e'efit ete d’excellente biBre, puisque c'dtait
la meilleure boisson qu'il eflt,"®^
Another instance in which Adams’s "inadvertency," as Fielding terms it,
makes him a ridiculous figure, occurs in Adams's home when Joseph strikes the
Beau for insulting Fanny.
"...and the Eoau, as soon as ho recovered himself, drew his Hanger;
which Adams observing, snatched up the Idd of the Pot in his left Hand,
and, covering himself withitss with a Shield without any ’Weapon of Of¬
fence in his other Hand, stept in before Joseph,«..."5*
The mock-heroic picture of Adams with the pot lid for a shield is almost too
much.

Desfontaines leaves it out, and only says that the clergyman interposes

himself between the two belligerents.

He also omits saying that Joseph and

Fanny depart, Joseph "brandishing a Cudgel*"®^
There is no effort to cover up

Adams's strong ouriosity.

keeps all of Fielding's ceminents on this outstanding trait.
exouse of sorts for Adams's forgetfulness.
-
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Desfontaines

He does make an

Vihen Adams forgets to pay for the

feeding of the horse which Joseph is supposed to "ride and tie" with him,
Fielding says that this "shortness of Memory*•.did not arise from want of
Parts, but from that continual Hurry in which Parson Adams was always in¬
volved#"^

The English author is emphasizing the vigorous activeness and

literary interests which make such a comical combination in Adams’s personality*
Desfontaines does not accentuate the "continual hurry*"

"Ce defaut no lui

venait d’auoune faiblesse d’esprit, mais do la prodigieuse multiplicity d’idees
dont le sien dtait sans cesso rerapli*"®®

Even the heading of Chapter XIV,

Book IV, is also altered so as to avoid commenting on the Parson’s forgetful¬
ness*
"Containing several curious IJight-Adventures, in which Mr. Adams fell
into many hair-breadth ’scapes, partly owing to his Goodness, and
partly to his Inadvertency*"
"Adventures nocturnes*

Dangers que court Mr* Adams*"

Adams's traveling from alehouse to alehouse and his pleasure in a good
drink and a pipe are only occasionally glossed over*

In ChapterIII, Book II,

he has just entered an inn and called for his pint, when two horsemen

arrive*

Desfontaines does not mention the pint, nor does he later when the three sit
down together "over a Mug of good Beer.'’®®
so mirent

~h

raisonner ensemble*"^

He says that "Les trois Voyageurs

An explanation of his behavior is found

in the "Eclairissement," Book I*
"You will be surprised to see a minister like Adams traveling and drink¬
ing in all the taverns upon his way, with two of his young parishioners,
who are in love with one another* The simplicity and rectitude of his
character excuse that conduct* Truly, what would scandalise your country
is not equally scandalous in ours because scandal is a very arbitrary
thing* For example, in Paris I have seen some clergymen at the Comedie
and the Opera, which would create a sensation in London, where clergymen
never appear at plays."58
Adams is exalted as a member of the clergy,

Desfontaines generally refers

to Joseph and Fanny as "ses deux enfanto spirituals*"^
ency as a teacher is accented, as is his authority.
-
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The Parson's profici¬

Sometimes Desfontaines

makes Adams’s language more polite in tone as befits a olergyman*

For ex¬

ample, when Joseph protests the influence of education* Adams says to him*
n

You talk like a jackanapes"®®!

hut the French says* "Vous paries avec trop

de suffisance*"6-*His religious zeal is never forgotten*

Tfthen Fielding says that the good

man sat down some distance from the lovers and applied himself to meditation,
the Abbs’ supplies a specific object* saying that he meditates upon "la Morale
ou sur la Litterature*"®^

In the same book* the heading of Chapter VIII is

altered from "Which some Headers mil think too short and others too long,"
to "Entretien de Mr* Adams avec un PrStre Romain sur la vanite des Richesses,"
Occasionally* his efforts to show Adams’s religious authority result in
a distortion of his personality as Fielding portrays him*

When Fanny has

been kidnaped and Joseph is in despair* Desfontaines adds an r adverb ‘ to
Adams reply, "Cela pourrait arriver* repondit froidement Adams*"®®

Adams

might exhort to duty but he wouldn’t be cold about it*
As in the last chapter heading, the Frenchman adds phrases which indicate
his orthodox ideas*

Adams discourses on Platonic loves

"whence he made a

quiok Transition to the Joys in the next World* and concluded with strongly
asserting that there was no such thing as Pleasure in this*
changes tho statement a little*

”

Desfontaines

"Adams saisit cette occasion pour faire l'eloge

de l’amour Platonique* d’oti par un faut natural il passa aux joies du Paradis,
en assurant qu’il n’y avait point de vrais plaisirs sur la terre."®®

Platonic

love certainly had a poor reputation among the French clergy because of its
popularity at court during various periods*

At any rate, Mr* Adams is always

protected from appearing in too ridiculous a light*

The heading of Chapter

VIII* Box IV* "A Discourse which happened between Mr* Adams* Mrs* Adams, Joseph,
and Fanny;

with some Behaviour of Mr* Adams which x?ill be called by some few

Readers very low* absurd* and unnatural" becomes "Dialogue entre Monsieur A
—
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Kadame Adams, Joseph-, & Fanny”*
The Frenchman’s admiration for Fielding’s creation* as well as the cur¬
rent gossip as to the model for Parson Adams* is well expressed in the ”Lettre
d’uno Dame Anglaise*”
”IIr* Adams* the friend and confidant of the two lovers, is an admirable
man* He is a true character* for we have a vicar in one of our parishes
who resembles him exactly* and he is generally recognized to be the same*
“What religion! what piety! what erudition! But at the same time*
what simplicity of manner, what ignorance of the world! in fact* what
naivete for a man of intellect*

V

JOSEPH

The treatment of Joseph by the French translator has several interesting
aspects*

Since Desfontaines refers to him as the hero of the novel in the

n

Prefatory Letter,” the usual efforts to eliminate any unsuitable traits of

character which he might display are in evidence*

One is immediately warned

of this operation in the second chapter of Boole I* which relates Joseph’s
"birth and education*

Desfontaines omits the names of Joseph’s (and Pamela's)

parents, Gaffer and Gammer*

These English

of course* be lost on the French reader*

country terms of address would,
Joseph's great-grandfather, Fielding

informs us, was reputed to be ”an excellent cudgel-player,,This plebian
detail must not have been suited to the character of a here, for the Abbe'’
p

makes him ”un excellent jouaur du Harpoo”6

There is a partial explanation

for this change in the translator’s explanation of the English custom of
fighting with cudgels in the "Eclairissement” for Book II*
”Our country people often amuse themselves on holidays and Sundays in
fighting each other with cudgels* Vdiichever fighter has a broken head
first is considered vanquished* Those battles are a sight which as¬
sembles the whole village* All this would seem senseless except that
it does serve to keep up the courageous and warlike disposition of the
nation*
Fielding’s six-line epitaph is translated into a much longer verso of
eighteen alexandrines*

It is attributed, not to ”an ingonious friend of ours,"“
-
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"but to ”un rustiquo et savant Antiquaire du Pays*”®

The English version faceti¬

ously refers to "that merry Kan Andrew;”® as Joseph’s ancestor, and goes on
to trace Joseph’s genealogy through this Andrexv written without an -s«

The

Frenoh verses do not contain all this explanation, but add the comment that
his ”bons-mots, joyeux exploits, hdroiques travaux”^ were celebrated by Pabelais.
Joseph’s fonaal education ends when he is ten years of age, at whioh time
he is apprenticed for seven years to Sir Thomas Booby*

He performs the func¬

tion of a scarecrow on the Booby estate, but fails at this job because of his
beautiful voice*

He next becomes whipper-in to the huntsman, where he also

fails for tho same reason*

Besfontaines somewhat expands the o::planation of

Joseph’s failure, saying that tho dogs "having, for the most part, a love for
melody (as all naturalists well

know)"8 would cease barking instantly to lis¬

ten to his sweet voice as soon as he merely opened his mouth*

Joseph’s

sweetness of voice plays a part in the novel later on*
In his next job as stable boy and joolcey for the good Squire, ho estab¬
lishes his honorable character by refusing an offer of a considerable bribe.
The translator increases tho amount of the bribe to enhance Joseph’s honor*
Joseph not; enters lady Booby’s service and becomes tho friend of Parson Adams.
The good minister, with his usual interest in his parishioners, investi¬
gates Joseph’s education, and discovers that tho boy has applied himself to
reading good books, suoh as the Bible, The Vfocle Duty of !.ran, and Thomas a
Kempis.

In addition, he has read in a great book which stood in the hall

window. Baker’s Chronicles.

Dosfontaiues leaves out this last item, a typi¬

cal furnishing of the country squire’s library.

It is briefly indentifiod

in the R£clairi8oonont” for Book I0
Up to this point, Joseph has been presented as a poor, humble, and not
overly bright country boy;

but in Chapter IV, Book I, when Joseph goes to

London with the Booby fbmily, a curious discrepancy develops in his character
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in relation to the remainder of the novel.

Instead of his former modest

nature, he becomes a sort of beau of fashion.

Ho sooner had he arrived "than

ho began to scrape an Acquaintance •with his party-coloured Brethren, who en¬
deavored to make him despise his former Course of Life."®

Our French trans¬

lator carefully alters -this beginning so that there is no reflection on
Joseph’s character*

"Joseph ne fut pas plutSt h. Londres, qu'il fit malgre

lui des connaissances parmi les confreres de sa bigarrure, & ceux-ci firent
tous leurs efforts pour lui faire perdre son innocente simplicity.The
remainder of the passage describes Joseph’s town life*
"His Hair was cut after the newest Fashion, and became his chief Carej
he v;ent abroad with it all the Morning in Papers, and drest it out in
the Afternoon • « • He applied most of his leisure Hours to Music, in
which he greatly improved himself; and became so perfect a Connoisseur
in that Art. that he led the opinion of all the other Footmen at an
Opera, and they never condemned or applauded a single Song contrary to
his Approbation or Dislike* He was a little too forward in Riots at
the Play-Houses and Assemblies; * * * however, if ho was outwardly a
pretty Fellow, his Morals remained entirely uncorrupted, though he was
at the same time smarter and genteeler than any of the beaux in town,
either in or out of Livery.
Desfontaines somewhat abridges these lines, but he does not cake any deliberate
changes until later concerning Joseph’s worldly manner of living*
"Joseph had not finished his Letter, when he was summoned down-stairs
by Mr. Peter Pounce, to receive his Wages; for, besides that out of
eight Pounds a-Year, he allowed his Father and Mother four, he had been
obliged, in order to furnish himself with musical Instruments, to apply
to the Generosity of the aforesaid Peter • • • •
"Avant que Joseph eftt pu achover d’eorire la Lettre, il fut interrompu
par Mr. Pierre Ponce, qui lui commanda de desoondre pour recevoir un
rests de gages. Car de deux cents francs par an, il en donnait la moitie"
■& son pere; ce qui l'avait oblige d’avoir recours a Mr. Pierre Ponce,
dont la generosity faisalt la ressource de tous les domestiques dans
leurs besoins pressants*"!®
There is no mention of Joseph’s musical instruments and extravaganoe in the
French*

However, the "Eclairissement" makes a stringent criticism of the

sort of behavior which Joey exhibited in the gallery with the other footmen*
"in our country the servants go to the theatre and their place is in
the Paradise* It is a very undesirable oustom. They frequently make
-
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a horrible din, and I have seen them interrupt the play even when the
King is presonto Thank heaven that the police at the playhouses are
as good in London as in Paris, where they are excellent! However, the
Royal Guards are always at our theaters, but they are not always able
to impose silence because they fear the mob more than the mob fears
them* Via respect civil authority here more than military force*"^
The discussion between Slipslop and Lady Booby concerning Joseph's char¬
acter just before his dismissal displays only minor changes*

Mrs* Slipslop

claims that he "games, drinks, swears and fights eternally,besides being
"horribly indicted to wenching*"^®

The French says that he is "un petit

ivrogno et un joueur, qui est m£me tres incline- au sexe*"^

Fielding's humor¬

ous allusion to Joseph's earlier occupation as a scarecrow on the Booby estate
is not made use of by the Abbe*

Slipslop tells Lady Booby she cannot con¬

ceive of his charm for any one for "ho is as ugly a scarecrow as I ever upheld*"^8

This is rendered "II est aussi laid qu’un hibou*"^®

It has been suggested that there is a possible relationship between
Joseph in his character of a beau in London and between the hero of Marivaux's
Le Paysan Parvenu, Jacob de la Valle'o*

There are several passages in the

English novel which are distinctly reminiscent, though certainly not identi¬
cal, with Marivaux's work*

The following two passages in which Jacob des¬

cribes his new clothes and newly ourled hair after his arrival in Paris sanewhat resemble Joseph's transformation*
"Deux jours apres on m'apporta mon habit avec du linge et un chapeau,
et tout le rests de mon equipage* Un laquais de la maison, qui avait
pris de l'amitid* pour moi, me frisaj j’avais d'assez beaux chevoux*
Mon sejour a Paris m'avait un peu eclairci le teintj ot, ma foi, quand
jo fus equipd’ Jacob avait fort bonne facon*"2®
"Cette dame alors me fit approcher, examine ma parurej j'avais un habit
uni et sans livree* Elle me demands qui m'avait friso'*, et mo dit d'avoir
toujours soin de mes cheveux, quo je les avais beaux, et qu'elle voulait
quo je lui fisse honneur*"2^
Another feature noticeable in the two novels is the constant reference
to Joseph's white skin and to Jacob’s color, which does not appear to be that
of a peasant*

XTote the following passages selected from the two works*
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Joseph Andrews
"Betty, who was just returned from her charitable Office, answered,
she believed he fas a Gentleman, for she never saw a finer Shin in
her Life»"22
"Betty told her fastress she believed the Kan in Bed was a greater Kan
than -they tool: him for; for, besides the extreme "Whiteness of his Skin,
and the Softness of his Hands, she observed a very great Familiarity
between the Gentleman and him; » , . *"2S
n

« * • for whoever hath seen him in his new Clothes must confess he looks
as much like a Gentleman as anybody* Coarse, quotha* I can’t bear to
hear the poor young Fellow run down neither; for I will say this, I
never heard him say an ill Word of anybody in his Life, I am sure his
coarseness doth not lie in his Heart, for he is the best-natured Kan in
the World; and as for his Skin, it is no coarser than other People’s,
I am sure His Bosom, when a Boy, was as viiite as driven Snow; and, whore
it is not covered trith Hairs, is so still * * *"24
La Paysan Parvenu
"J’avals dix-huit a dix-neuf ans; on disait quo j’etais beau garcon,
beau comme pout l’eftro un paysan dont le visage est a la meroi du hSle
de l’air et du travail des champs * * * 0"25
"Kais est-il vrai qu’il n’y a quo quatre ou oinq mois que vous arrives
de campagne? On ne le oroirait point a vous voir; vous n’etes point
h&le, vous n’aves point l’air compagnard; il a le plus beau teint du
monde*"26
The connection between their acquisition of good clothes and the title
of gentleman which they then deserved as a consequence is another instance
of similarity in the careers of the two young men*
(omitted by Desfontaines) conoerns -this point*

The following paragraph

The translator always seems

to be reluctant to give Joseph the rank of a nobleman, though he does endeavor
to represent him as a young man of faultless morals*
"Joseph was soon drest in the plainest dress he could find, which was
a blue Coat and Breeches, with a Gold Edging, and a red Waistcoat with
the same; and as this Suit, which was rather too large for the Squire,
exactly fitted him, so ho beoame it so well, and looked so genteel,
that no Person would have doubted its being as adapted to his Quality
as to his Shape; * * * *"27
"When the Hour of Rest approached, which the Lady of the House deferred
as long as decently she could, she informed Joseph (whom for the future
we shall call Mr* Joseph, he having as good a Title to that Appellation
as many others - I mean the incontested one of good Clothes) that she
had ordered a Bed to be provided for him*"28
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In I£ Paysan Parvenu one oan find similar passages in which fine olothes
are associated with the title of gentleman*
"Figurez-vous ce que c’est qu’un jeune rustre comme moi, qui, dans le
seal espace de deux jours, est devenu le mari d’une fille riche, et
1 ’amant de deux femmes de condition* Aprds cela mon chsngement de ddcora
tion dans mes habits, car tout y fait; ce titre de monsieur dont je
m’etais vu honord’j moi qu’on appelait Jacob dix on, douse jours
auparavant,"2® ■
"Je vous ai deja dit quo j’etais beau garcon; mais jusque-la il avait
failu le remarquer pour y prendre garde* Qu'est-ce que c’est qu’un
beau garcon sous dos habits grossiers? II est bien entorre* la-dessous,
nos yeux sont si dupes "h cet dgard-laj S’aperjut-on meme qu’il est
beau, quel merite cela a-t-il?n30
Another point of comparison lies in the effect which these new garments
have on Joseph’s and Jacob’s female friends*

Jacob remarks, ”, • • sans comp

ter l’ngrement que j’eus d’y entendre de tous cStes faire l’eloge de ma
physionomie, ce qui mit Mile* Habert de la meilleure humour du monde, ot
l’ongagea b. me regarder avee une avidite" qu’elle n'avait pas encore eue*nS*
In Chapter VI, Book IV, Fielding writes a
’’The Meeting between Joseph and Pamela was not without Tears of Joy on
both sides5 and their Embraces were full of Tenderness and Affection*
They were, however, regarded with much more Pleasure by the Nephew than
by the Aunt, to whose Flame they were Fewel only; and being assisted
by the Addition of dress, which was indeed not wanted to set off the
lively Colours in which Nature had drawn Health, Strength, Comeliness,
and Youth*”32
The following two passages are also comparable in the reception which
both young mon meet from a lady of fashion after they have absorbed sane of
the rich town atmosphere*
Le Paysan Parvenu
"Ce garqon est plaisant, dit»elle, je veux en avoir soin; prenez garde
a vous, vous autres (c’dtait a sos femmes qu’elle parlait); sa naivete"
vous rejouit aujourd'hui, vous vous en amuses comme d’un paysan; mais
ce paysan deviendra dangereux, je vous en avertis,"3®
Josoph Andrews
"His lady, who had often said of him that Joey was the handsomest and
genteelest Footman in the Kingdom, but that it was pity he wanted
Spirit, began now to find that Fault no longer; on the contrary, she
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was frequently heard to cry out, ’Aye, there is some life in this fel¬
low. ’ She plainly saw the Effects which the Town-Air hath on the
soberest Constitutions.”34
Joseph as he appears in the seduction scenes with’ Lady Booby has already
been discussed to some extent;

but the relationship suggested by Mr. Cross

between this scene and a similar one in Le Paysan Parvenu casts a new light
on the question of Marivaux’s influence on the English author.

A recognizable

likeness in the dialogue seems to confirm Mr. Cross's suggestion.
”*I don’t intend to turn you away, Joey,* said she, and sighed, ’I am
afraid it is not in my power.1 She then raised herself a little in
her Bed, and discovered one of the Whitest Necks that ever was seen;
at tvhlch Joseph blushed.
'LaJ* says she, in an affected Surprise, l-Jhat
am I doing? I have trusted myself with a Man alone, naked in Bed; suppose you should have any wicked Intentions upon my Honour, how should
I defend myself?’”35
Desfontaines censors these lines.

He does not appear to have been influenced

himself by Marivaux in making this translation.
IS&e. de Fe'cour of the "furieuse gorge”36 and Jacob are the principals
of the scene in the French novel.
” ’Approche-toi, me dit-elle; car je m'etais tenu debout son lit. Tu
os toujours timide. Est-oe que je suis ohangde?' Ce qu’elle dit en
ajustant un peu sa coiffure, et oe mouvement me fit voir et sa gorge
et son bras*
'Ket-toi la, ’ continue-t-elle en me montrant un fauteuil
qui 6tait auprbs de son lit; agissons librement ensemble. Je to l’ai
ais, tu me plais.*♦..'Sais-tu que ta presence est dangereuse?' reprenaitelle alors; mais si j'allais mourir*. . . AhJ Dieu est bon. '”®7
During Jacob's rendezvous with Mine. de Ferval, she, like lady Booby,
questions him about his discretion.

The waiting-vroman spying in the anti¬

chamber is also a familiar detail, but these two instances are perhaps of
too general a nature to be definitely regarded as connecting the two novels.
There appears to be sufficient evidence that Fielding did make use: of clues
from Le Paysan Parvenu in the account of Joseph's town life, but he certainly
did not slavishly copy them.

It is noteworthy that Joseph's character as a

beau in the early part of the novel is inconsistent with the later develop¬
ment, and is dropped after Book II.

This may indicate that the early part
-
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of tiio novel was partially inspired by Marivaux’s work#
Like Fanny, Joseph is described as a hero of sensibility par excellence#
"Mr, Josoph Andrews was no?; in the one and twentieth Year of his Age,
He was of the highest Degree of middle Stature, His Limbs were put
together with Great Elegance, and no less Strength# His Legs and Thighs
were formed in the exactest Proportion# His shoulders were broad and
brawny, but yet his Arms hung so easily, that he had all the Symptons
of Strength without the least clumsiness# His Hair was of a nut-brown
Colour, and was displayed in wanton Ringlets down his Back# His Fore¬
head was high, his Eyes dark, and as full of Sweetness as of Firej his
Hose a little inclined to the Roman$ his Teeth white and evens his
Lips full, red, and soft# His beard was only rough; on his chin and up¬
per Lips but his Cheeks, in which his Blood glowed, were overspread
with a thick Dorm# His Countenance had a Tenderness joined with a Sensi¬
bility inexpressible# Add to this the most perfect Neatness in his Dross,
and an Air whioh, to those who have not seen many Nobleman, would give
an Idea of Nobility#"38
There may be no significance in the fact, but Jacob also is dark and is often
spoken of as "ce gros brunet#"
"Joseph, alors agd- de vingt ans, etait d’une taille au-dessus de la me'diocro, & regulieremont proportionnee# Ses jambes etaient fines & bien
faites, ses epaules larger & ses bras bien place's* II avait de tree
beaux cheveux d’un chatain fonce’, qul lui tombaient en boucles naturelles
sur les epaules# Son front etait large, ouvert & uni5 ses yeux bien
fendus repandaient un feu doux & perjantj son nez dtait un peu a la
Remainsj los plus belles lbvros du mondo en se se'parant faisaient voir
des dents d’ivoire* Son teint etait de roses & de lis, & 1’eclat en
etait re love'" par un poil qu’on pouvait appellor barbe naissante# Enfin
touts sa physionomie annonjait la tendresse & la sensibllite" de son ooeur#
Ces agrements accompagnds d’une extreme proprete", lui donnaient un air
qui l’efit^fait passer pour un Seigneur parml des gens peu accoutumes h
en voir#"39
Note the alteration in the French of the last lines which describe Joseph’s
noble air#

The Abbe" reluctantly or seldom elevates Joseph out of his degree

into that of "High People"j
and admirable character#

he merely represents him as a young ran of a pure

In this case, Fielding’s ironical sneer is reworded

so as to not give offense.
The description resembles that of Fanny in the use of cliche" phrases,
such as "dents d’ivoire" and "teint jde roses et de lis#"
Joseph’s sensibility is beyond compare*
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Also, like Fanny,

But Fielding rather pokes fun at his

hero on the serious oocasion of Fanny’s abduction*
with Tears, which would have become any but a

His "Eyes overflowed

Heroe*"-^

Desfontaines leaves

out the implied criticism of Joseph’s conduct*
At the time when lady Booby falsely acouses Joseph* he blushes and looks
oonfounded, but for these reactions Desfontaines substitutes others which
are more those of a sentimental hero*

”la pauvre Joseph a’entendant accuser

aussi faussement, rougit & palit tour a tour3

il parut etonne^ trouble'”*

tremblantj * •
In the French version of the novel, as has been the oase with lady Booby
and Fanny, there are minor changes which alter uncouth or unsuitable features
to a more acceptable form*

As with the style, these changes indicate the

translator’s dosire to elevate character in conformance with the French doc¬
trine of taste*

Joseph’s physical description and genealogy are therefore

presented with much more nobility if less humor*

There are indications that

Joseph’s town life, which is inconsistent with his nature during the remainder
of the novel, was influenced by the career of Jacob de la Vallee in Le Paysan
Parvenu*

As Kr* Cross has suggested, there are certain similarities between

the scene with Mmo* de Fe'cour and the one between Joseph and lady Booby*
Taken in conjunction xiith some other resemblances which may be detected, there
seems to be sufficient confirmation of the fact that Fielding was influenced
by the French novel to some extent*

However, it is only fair to state that

such resemblances are general, and any hints which the English author may
have taken from Harivaux were marked by his distinctly English genius*

VI

FAHHY

Fanny, Fielding’s charming and idealized portrait of the English country
girl, plays a rather passive part in the novel*
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In the French version, her

beauty* virtu©* and modesty are presented in an even more sentimental light
by the translator than by Fielding himself®

Those slight marks of individu¬

ality which Fielding gives her in order to prevent her seeming a stereotyped*
lifeless figure* are eliminated by Desfontaineso

The fact that he regards

her as the heroine of the tale doubtless is responsible for the attempts to
alter details which would in any way mar her character in the eyes of the
French reader®
On her initial appearance in Book I* the translator avoids that oft-noted
mistake of Fielding’s in oonfusing Sir John Booby vd.th Sir Thomas* who was
Mrs* Slipslop’s employer and had been Fanny’s®
As it has been suggested* the love affair of Joseph and Fanny* their
modesty and passion* is even more idealized by the Frenchman®

The English

author describes Fanny’s modest love for Joseph and her natural timidity in
this passage* but the French version is slightly altered to present Ihnny as
a woman completely above reproach®
n

Though her Modesty wopld pnly suffer her to admit his eager Kisses*
her violent Love made her more than passive in his Embraces; and she
often pulled him to her Breast'with a soft Pressure* which, though
perhaps it would not have squeezed an Insect to death* caused more
Bnotion in the Heart of Joseph than the closest Cornish Hug could have
done®"l
”0n ne pout s’imaginor rien de plus touchant* quo lea adieux de cos deux
fiddles Amants® Lorsqu'il fallut quo Joseph suivft son Maitre "& Londres* il poussait mlllo soupirs® Fanchon versait un torrent de larmes;
& quoique sa modestie ne lui permit pas de souffrir les baisers pleins
de feu que son Amant lui aurait volontiers donne* pour gage de son amour*
ello ne laissa pas de lui permettre plus d’un embrassement* qu’olle lui
rendait de tout son coeur* en le serrant doucement contre sa poitrine*”^
The same exaggeration of her sensibility is observable in the follov/ing
passage which explains why Joseph and Fanny have not been able to correspond
with one another for a year®

Here* Joseph also has a greater delicacy of

sensibility attributed to him by Desfontaines than Fielding depicts®
”The Reader may perhaps wonder that so fond a Pair should* during a
Twelvemonth’s absence* never converse with one another* indeed* there
—
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was but one Reason which did nor could have prevented them; and this
ms, that poor Fanny could neither write nor reads nor could she be
prevailed upon to transmit the Delicacies of her tender and chaste
Passion by the hands of an amanuensis©”®
”0n trouvera pout-etro strange quo deux Amants si passionnes oussent
passd une annee toute entiere, sans se donnor reciproquement de leurs
nouvelles® II faut done qua jo dise quo Fanny, qui ne savait ni lire
ni berire, ne voulut point confier la delicatesse de ses sentiments a
quelque plume grossibre ou indisorette de son village; & pour la memo
raison Joseph ne voulut point que des youx etrangers pussent lire dans
.
son eoeur, en lisant ses lettres, que Fanny n’aurait pu lire elle-m3me...»”
In Book II, there is another description of modesty and shyness in her
love for Joseph®
densed®

It occurs at the end of Chapter X, and is consequently con¬

However, while Desfontaines omits Fielding’s observation on the

character of young women, the translator stresses his customary respect for
the fair sex®
”•* ®notwithstanding her Shyness to the Parson, she loved with inexpres¬
sible Violence, though with the purest and most delicate Passion® This
Shyness, therefore, as we trust it will recommend her Character to all
our Female Readers, and not greatly surprise suoh of our ^alcs as are
well acquainted with the younger part of the other Sex, we shall not
give ourselves any trouble to vindicate®
”Quoique sa passion fGt delicate & pure, elle voulait la cacher® Cette
timidite naturello doit augmonter sans doute l’astime du beau-sexe«”6
Book II also oontains the famous description of Fanny’s appearance®
lines which Desfontaines*s omits are significant®

Those

They have been placed in

brackets and numbered for the reader’s convenience in comparing the passages®
”Fanny was now in the nineteenth Year of her Age; she was tall and deli¬
cately shaped; but not one of those slender young Women who seem rather
intended to hang up in the Hall of an Anatomist than for any other pur¬
pose® 1® /"*On the contrary, she was so plump that she seemed bursting
through her tight Stays, especially in the part which confined her swel- ling Breasts®./ Kor did her Hips want the assistance of a Hoop to extend
them® 2® /~ The exact Shape of her Anas denoted the Form of those Limbs
which she concealed^/
and though they were a little reddened by her
labour, yet, if her Sleeve slipped above her Elbow, or her Handkerchief
discovered any part of her Heck, a YJhiteness appeared which the finest
Italian paint would be unable to reach® Her Hair was of Chestnut Bream,
3® /"and Hature had been extremely lavish to her of it, which she had
cutg/ and on Sundays used to ourl down her Heck, in the modem Fashion®
Her Forehead was high, her Eye-brows arched, and rather full than other¬
wise® Her Eyes black and sparkling; her Hose just inclining to the Roman;
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her Lips red and moist* and her Undor-Lip* according to the Opinion of
the Ladies* too poutingo Her Teeth were white* but not exactly oven#
4. £The Small-Pox had left one only Mark on her Chin* which was so
large* it might have been mistaken for a Dimple* had not her left Cheek
produced one so near a neighbour to it* that the former served only for
a Foil to the latter# Her Complexion was fair* a little injured by the
Sun*
but overspread with such a Bloom that the finest Ladies would
have exchanged all their IVhite for it: add to those a Countenance in
which* though she was extremely bashful* a Sensibility appeared almost
incredible; and a Sweetness* whenever she smiled* beyond either Imita¬
tion or Description# To conclude all* she had a natural Gentility*
superior to the Acquisition of Art* and which surprized all who beheld
her#"7

J

"Elio otait dans sa dix-neuvieme anna's* grande A bien faite; ce n*etait
point do ces poupees* qui semblont n*avoir ete" formeds que pour orner
uno sail© d'anatomie* Sa gorge, d’une blanehour ravissante, a’elevait
avec une jusieproportion* A- ses honchos etaient so bien placoos, qu*un
panior n’edt fait qu’en cachor la perfection# Ses bras paraissaient
beaux A bien arrondis* quoiqu’un pou rouges* "a cause de ses occupations
ordinaires; mais si lo hazard faisait levor sa manche ou son mouchoir*
on voyait une peau que lo plus beau coloris du Titien n’imitait quo faiblement# Sos cheveux naturallemont frisos* d’un chStain olair* tombaient*
les Dimanohos* on grosses bouolos sur son cou* solon la mode du pays#
Deux sourcils bien garni si & formant deux demi-cercles* omaiont son front
ouvert & uni; sos yeux vifs & pergants etaient presquo noirs; - son nes
otait un peu Romain, sa bouche vemeillo* A ses levres appotissantes*
quoiquo la lovre infelleure* a co que I’on disait* fut un peu trop grosso;
sos donts* d’une blanehour qui surp&ssait l’yvoiro* n’dtaient pas non
plus rangdes dans un ordre parfhit# Bile avait uno fraichour* que nos
Dames no poUvont order a lour toilette# Sa physionomie* composde do
douceur A de majesty* annonqait ’A la fois la sensibilitcT de son coeur A
l’innooence de ses moeurs# Son souris avait quolque chose de si onchantour*
qu’on no pouvait lui refuser dos hommages; A malgre" son humble tiraiditd*
son air noble A distinguef surprenait tous coux qui la voyaient0"8
Dosfontainoo’s efforts to conform to good taste are observable in the elimina¬
tion of the more luscious details of Fanny*s appearance#

The description of

her hair as naturally ourly* her tooth as "whiter than ivory", and tho omis¬
sion of tho small-pox scar are evidence of his idealization of her as the
heroine#
ing^.

The description of her nature is perhaps loss exaggerated than Field¬
For example* Dosfontainos does not say her sensibility is almost in¬

credible#

However* there is ample evidence in the close of this passage that

he intends to elevate her character#
Although Fanny seldom speaks for herself* there are occasional hints of
her nature#

For example, when Fanny* Joseph, and their hostess are frightened
-
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by odd noises outside, the hostess expresses her fear that spirits are abroad.
"Joseph a little inclined to the same opinions
Men;"®

Fanny was more afraid of

ThiB hint of Fanny’s thoughts is not found in the Frencho

Instead,

Desfontainos only emphasizes Fanny * s timidity, saying, "Fanny etait la pits
effrayeo..,."*0
Fanny, as seen through Parson Adams’s eyes, is described in Fielding’s
exaggerated way of piling up adjectives.
at Desfontainos’s hands.

This receives the usual treatment

He converts it to a more restrained statement.

"It is true, you have lost the prettiest, kindest, loveliest, sweetest
young Woman, one with whom you might have expected to have lived in
Happiness, Virtue, and Innooence....
"Je conviens que vous avez perdu la plus belle, la plus vertuouse, & la
plus aimable des filles, qui vous aimait tendrement, & avec qui vous
etiez promis de couler d'heureux jours dans la vertu & dans 1’innocence
Lady Booby’s comments on Fanny to Lawyer Scout when she is plotting to
prevent the marriage of the two young people receive a similar treatment.
Lady B.’s language is more polite in tone in the French version.
"’But as to the Wench, I am resolved she shall not settle here;
I will
not suffer such Beauties as these to produce children for us to keep.’
’Beauties, indeed! your Ladyship is pleased to be merry,’ answered
Scout.
’Hr. Adams described her so to me,’ said the lady,
’Pray, what
sort of Dowdy is it, Mr. Scout?’ - ’The ugliest Creature almost I ever
beheld; a poor dirty Drab; your Ladyship never saw such a Wretch. ’"13
n

’l!ais pour la Fille, je suis resolue de la chasser d’ici. Qu'elle soit
aussi belle qu’elle voudra, je ne pretends point que mos terros leur
paient contribution.’ ’Belle! Oh vraiment votre Grandeur veut so divertir,’ repliqua La Mouche.
'Hr. Adams m’a fait son portrait,’ reprit la
Dame, 'comme si elle etait une Ddesso; mais vous qui avez vu le monde,
dites-moi un peu quelle espbce c’est.♦ ’la plus sotte guenon quo j'aie
vue,’ repartit le Procureur: ’votre Grandeur ne l’a done jamais
regardee?’"tDesfontaines's reference to Fanny in this passage as "une De'esse" befits his
more stereotyped representation of her.
Squire Booby’s description of Fanny to his amt is also in a more elevated
style than Fielding’s.
" 'Madam, ' answered the Squire, 'I believe you nover saw this young
Creature.
I never bohold such Sweetness and Innocence joined with such
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Beauty, and withal so genteel.*”15
"'Vous ne la connaissez point, ma chore tante,* repartit &r. Booby;
'c'est la plus aimable fills quo vous ayez jamais vue. Sa figure a
6te' foxmee par lcs Graces. Sa vertu, sa douoeur, son air noble. •« ’"16
The Frenchman's sentimentalized portrayal is sustained throughout the
novel.

Fielding describes Fanny's destitute and dependent condition very

matter-of-faotly, but Desfontaines gives her an appropriate mood of reaotion.
"She had not a Shilling in the World, and bad subsisted ever since her
Return entirely on the Charity of Parson Adams.
"Elle avait veeu'aux depene dfAdams dopuis son retour au village, etant
sans argent; ce qui 1 *ambar-aes'ait extremement, & la jetta dans une
triste reverie...."18
At the denouement when the love of Fanny and Joseph seemB threatened by
the disclosure that they are brother and sister, Desfontaines omits another
one of those references to Platonic friendship.

Joseph and Fanny have decided

to adopt this mode of lif% if it turns out that they are really related*
"...they had a long Conversation together, the Conclusion of which was,
that, if they found themselves to be really Brother and Sister, they
vowed a perpetual Celibacy, and to live together all their days, and
indulge a Platonick Friendship for each other*
"•..aprbs une tres longue conversation, ils conclurent, qu'en cas qu'il
ffit prouve qu'ils etaient fr&re & soeur, ils ne se marieraient jamais,
afin de finir leurs jours ensemble dans l'union & l'amitie fraternelle."20
Fielding takes leave of the charming Fanny after her wedding in a last
tribute to her innocence and beauty.

This passage is omitted from the French

novel, probably to shorten the last chapter.
”* • • How, Reader, shall I give thee an adequate Idea of this lovely
young CreatureJ the Bloom of Roses and Lilies might a little illustrate
her Complexion, or their Smell her Sweetness; but to comprehend her
entirely, conceive Youth, Health, Bloom, Beauty, Neatness, and Inno¬
cence, • • « conceive all these in their utmost Perfection, and you may
place the charming Fanny's Picture before your Eyes*"21
Altogether, the portrait painted of Fanny by Desfontaines is very little
different from Fielding's*

The only ohanges are the removal of the distinguish¬

ing features of her appearance-and a greater emphasis on her sense of propriety
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and genteel behavior.

These are consistent with Desfontaines’s treatment of

the character of Lady Booby in the first part of the novel.

It is also signi¬

ficant in comparing the handling of the two •women* that he calls Fanny, not
Lady Booby the heroine of the novel.

This contradicts Fielding who, in Book

I* Chapter VIII* refers to the Lady as "the Horoino of our Tales «•,»n^

It

seems evident that Fanny’s perfect modesty and morality made her preferable
to lady Booby as the heroine* although she plays a more or less minor role
in the action,

VII

SLIPSLOP

The most trying problem feeing the translator of the English novel is
the character of Slipslop,

This figure of fun from the lox^er classes is cer¬

tainly the most difficult because of her malapropisms and country dialect.
Furthermore, she is somewhat indelicate at times which presents the dilemma
of making her amusing and yet acceptable to French taste.
Slipslop’s presents to Joseph of tea* sweetmeats* and -wine* in addition
to her natural charms* had not met with "so good Success as she probably
wished,"^

Joseph remains "moins sensible qu’ollo l’eut souhaitd',"^

The re¬

mark which follows this description of Joseph’s ingratitude for these favors,
which he does not even return by so much as a kiss* "though I would not in¬
sinuate she was so easily to be satisfied"® is omitted by the Abbe'’,

In Chap¬

ter IX, Book I* some amusing but coarse reflections on Slipslop’s amorous
philosophy are deliberately cut out.

In general* however* there is little

Intentional whitewashing of Slipslop’s designs on Joseph,
In Chapter I* Book IV* there is one instance in which the delineation
of her amorous character is somewhat modified.

Slipslop

declares to Lady

Booby that Joseph has behaved in a manner which has won everyone*
-
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He sent

money home to his parents,
”•*•30 that, when your ladyship’s Livery was stript off, he had not
wherewithal to buy a Coat, and must have gone naked if one of the
Footmen had not incommodated him with one; and whilst ho was stand¬
ing in his Shirt (and, to say truth, he xras an amorous figure)..*”^
”***desorte qu’ayant depose* sa livrde selon vos ordres, il ne lui
restait quo sa chemise* Et'h dire le vrai, Fadame, c’efeit vino
figure bien touohante dans cet etat*”5
Another touch of characterisation is lost in the scene where the waitinggentlewoman suspects Lady Booby’s attachment for Joseph and takes advantage
of the situation to threaten her mistress and otherwise be quite insubordinate.
After her threats and Lady Booby’s angry dismissal, Desfontaines omits Slip¬
slop’s rude action in slamming the door when she loaves the room*

Too, when

the mistress and servant beocme reconciled, there are some changes.

As Slip¬

slop ”found her mistress inclined to relent, she thought proper to put on
some small condescension, which was as readily accepted*”®
she had prudently determined for a kind of submission,

The French says

in the English novel,

lady Booby gives her a gown and petticoat, but in the French version she re¬
ceives only ”une robe.”^

These minor ohanges are in lino with Desfontaines’s

comments in other places on the lamentable lack of respect which servants
show to their masters.
The physical description of Slipslop, which is broader than any other
in the novel, is very little altered*

The only omission is the rather repul¬

sive detail of her having pimples on her face.

Another somewhat vulgar item

of description by which Fielding likens her to the bovine species, is un¬
changed;

but in Chapter XIV, Book IV, when Adams lets the Beau escape by

mistake and attacks Slipslop, this item is cut out*

Hor drinking habits are

not covered up at all, but the vituperative passages are cleaned up*
Throughout, because the Frenchman cannot translate Slipslop’s ourious
language into his own tongue, there is necessarily some elevation in the tone
of her speech aside from the attempts to eliminate rough language or crude
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remarks*

Desfontaines’s method of dealing with the malapropisms varies*

Wherever possible, he tries to do what Fielding does, but when this cannot
be worked out, he heavily interlards her conversation with ridiculously
learned words*

In the following passage, he amplifies the explanation of

Slipslop’s manner of speech and, to some extent, tells how he has handled
her malapropisms*
"She had in these Disputes a particular Advantage over Adams* for she
Tins a mighty Affecter of hard Words, which she used in such a manner
that the parson, who durst not offend her by calling her Words in
question, was frequently at some loss to guess her moaning, and would
have been much less puzzled by an Arabian Manuscript*”®
"Bile avait toujours l’avantage dans ses disputes contre Mr* Adams, a
force do termes recherche's & de grands mots, dont olle posseiiait une
source inepulsable, & dont elle s’etait fait un Bictionnaire nouveau*
Elle n’en faisait pourtant usage que quand ello jugeait quo le sujet
en cftait digne; ocsnme olle parlait de Theologie, ou bion quand la
fantaisie lui prenait de s’exprimer aveo noblesse. Alors il lui arrivait
quelquefois d’estropier lea mots savants & de defigurer les figures*
Adams, qui n’osait 1’offenser en la chicanant sur ses expressions, se
trouvait force*'de lui cedar, sans 1’entendre3 car il lui aurait ete
quelquefois moins difficile de dechiffrer un Manusorit Arabe, que de
comprondre quelaue chose a ses discours*"®
Often, of course, Desfontaines cannot translate these malapropisms into
French*
problem*

The following famous passage is one example of his treatment of -the
"How have I deserved that my passion should be resulted and treated

with ironing?"^®

The best the Abbe" can do is to say, "Par ou ai-je mei*ite

que mon amour ffit ainsi recuse' & toutes meS graoieuses avances plongdes dans
le vuide des paroles perdues?"H

This substitution of high-flown expression

for her mangled English is the typical treatment*

In Chapter HI, Book II,

when Adams and Slipslop are discussing Lady Booby’s defection regarding Joseph,
the translator adds many unusual and learned words which fit his previous
description of Slipslop’s speech*
’’’Aye,’ say3 she, ’I could never have believed it;
lives in the World, the more one sees o « • .’"12

but the longer one

”’* • • mos yeux on vu de positions divorses dans la vie humaine, & de
reviviscitudeej Je suis faite aux mutabilites de la fortune*’"1®
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"*Ag for ay late Kaster, ho vas as worthy a L!an as over lived, and
would have done infinite Good, if he had not been controlled} • 0 *
but he loved a quiet life * » • ,*”14
"*• • • un Seigneur tout rempli de bienfaisance. & dont lo ooour e^fcait
des plus munifiquos, & des plus sensibles aux Indigences de son
prochain. * • « mis il aimait la tranquil!td* apathique* »”15
The words underlined are placed: in italics by Desfontaines, and were obviously
intended to create a comic effect similar to Fielding’s,
to use the French word nearest to tho English one*

Sometimes, ho trios

Slipslop says,

Fool he,’«*«tit is a sign ho bnew very little of our Sect.,n^°

M,

Kore

”’Quel im¬

bed lie ’* • • »lo pauvre enfant ne connaissait gueres notre siocle.*"^

This

has an entirely different moaning, but tho sound of it approximates the
English.

Usually, he must simply translate literally such hilarious expres¬

sions as tho “Christian Specious,"18 "hintorfear” for "interfere,and
"whatsomdever" for "whatsoever."20

There is no way for him to manage such

expressions as "the ragaaticallest fellow in the family."2-*-

This comes out

as a very dignified French phrase, "Elio le regards comme le plus vilain ani¬
mal qu’il y ait dans le pays0"82

Her criticism of Adams’s behavior as not

being a proper "currycuristic of a Clergyman"^ becomes "le oaracteristique
Sacerdotal."84

This last expression is also placed in italics*

It must be noted that the translator did not intend any drastic altera¬
tion in the character of Slipslop, for in the "Lettre d'une Dame Anglaise"
he makes the following comment on her character!
"As this is a comic and everyday novel, some low persons are introduced
in it, as in the comedy} especially innkeepers, male and female, who
are depicted according to existing originals which anyone who travels
may see. lady Slipslop, waiting gentlewoman to lady Booby, plays a large
role in the novel} she is the soubrette of the Comedy*"25
He associates her with the other "Low People" encountered in tho English novel.
As for the changes which he does make, there are very few instances of out¬
right whitewashing*

The matter of rendering her comical language presents an

almost insoluble problem, and it is to be oxpeoted that some elevation of
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her more grotesque expressions would "be necessary®

Eo describes his handling

of the situation in the "Eclairissement" for Book I®
"In the original, lady Slipslop speaks in a ridiculous jargon, distort¬
ing a great cany words, especially learned words, the use of which she
affects without knowing the real cleaning® The result is a high-flown
language which, in the mouth of a waiting woman ie very comical, I have
had to seek equivalents in your tongue in order to render the essence
of this impertinent language®"26
In general, however, it must he concluded that Slipslop in ihe French
novel is as near her English original as it is possible for the translator
to get®

Unlike the other women, she receives comparatively little uplifting®

This change in treatment of a female character must ho attributed to his as¬
sociation of her with the comic-relief, lower-class figures permitted on the
stage®

In the French novel, she serves the same purpose as the soubrette in

the comedy, a deliberate oontrast with Lady Booby*s "genteel" speech and man¬
ners®
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COKCLUSIOK

In order to embraoe the findings of this study in some sort of general
conclusion, it would he well to review briefly, the summaries of the various
chapters covered, always keeping in mind the French doctrine of taste*

Soane

of the most broadly applicable principles of French taste are discernible
in Desfontaines’s treatment of Fielding’s form, style, and language*

It was

found that, first, the length of the novel was greatly cut down by the em¬
ployment of paraphrase and the omission of whole paragraphs*

This fits in

with the usual treatment of the English novel by French translators, who
felt distaste for their neighbors* fondness for cdigression*

These passages

interfered with the narration, and created a disorderly effeot*

Second,

humor, especially when satirical and ironical, is softened or out out.

This

is in line with Desfontaines’s expressed opinion quoted in the "Introduction,”
where he states a preference for "dee allusions satyriques sons tltre offenqantes, des plaisanteries hardies sans @tre trop libres***"

Harsh and cruel

satirical comment displeases the translator, who prefers "la satire ddlicate*"
Frequently, however, he makes use of these Ironical passages to twist them
to a strongly moralizing purpose or substitutes for them a moralizing, philo¬
sophic passage*

All immoral or suggestive Implications are expunged.

Some scenes of violence or coarseness are omitted but, usually, the
farcical scenes are left in*

Only those in which the action is prejudicial

to a character who must always be presented in a good light are altered, and
in the inn soenes where "le lie du peuple" appear, the coarseness of the language,
rather than the action, is cleaned up and made acceptable*
Exaggerated or exuberant language is not permissible, which results not
only in the sort of clean-up job just mentioned, but also in the suppressing
of an outstanding feature of Fielding’s styles extravagant metaphors, similes,
-
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and series of words«
eliminated#

Sxvearing, betting, or exaggeration in any form is

Furthermore, there is a distinct effort to elevate the over-all

tone by means of a sort of literary jargon of classical allusion, euphuistic
expression, and circumlocution*

The change in the general effect is consid¬

erable, since these alterations depress the consistently genial spirit of
fun which unifies Fielding’s novel*

These alterations are related (through

the above-mentioned principles of taste) to his treatment of the characters*
There is a definite distinction in Desfontaines’s handling of those
characters who come from

n

High Life” and those who come from "Low life*”

By

his change in this respect he suoceeds in completely doing away with Field¬
ing’s purpose, which is to "describe not Ken, but Manners,"* and to depict
the high people in his novel as:
"*.*a sett of Wretches, who, while they are a Disgrace to their Ances¬
tors, whose Honours and Fortunes they inherit (or perhaps a greater
to their Mother, for such Degeneracy is scarce credible), have the Inso¬
lence to treat those with disregard who are at least equal to -the
founders of their own splendour#"**
Thus, Desfontaines’s deliberate distortion of lady Booby flies directly in
the fhce of Fielding’s moral purpose and his theory of characterization*
However, according to the bienseances, her viciousness precludes any possibil¬
ity of her being represented as the heroine of the piece in the French novel*
Fanny falls heir to this honor, but because lady Booby is the primary motive
force of the plot, a gross inconsistency in the final book arises when it
becomes impossible to portray her other than as she is*

Joseph and Fanny

are very little changed, but though virtuous, they are never truly admitted
by the Frenchman into the society of "High People";

he honors their virtue

and praises their deserving character, but keeps them down and never recog¬
nizes that they are, in truth, the intended "High People" of the story*

This

sharp social cleavage mars the effect of the Frenoh novel when compared with
the English original*
-
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Desfontaines thoroughly enjoys Parson Adorns and gives us a fully sym¬
pathetic portrait*

On occasion, the more ludicrous, or what might bo con¬

sidered burlesque, features of the Parson’s appearance and manner are miti¬
gated*

Doubtless, this may be considered as anotfc&r application of the

principle of taste which outlawed extravagant language.

The same principle

applied to characterisation would point up tho impropriety of exaggerated
traits or mannerisms.

The translator has given us some small indication of

his attitude toward burlesque in his expression, ”du fade burlesque,” in
the lines in the ”Introduction.”
One may observe that those same principles which govern the alterations
in style, form, and language may bo applied to the treatment of the charac¬
ters.

In only one case oan one allow Desfontaines credit for a freer rendi¬

tion, and that is in the case of Slipslop.

This is rather remarkable, for

she is a burlesque type and is also a female character.

However, despite

these facts, he makes a much closer effort to paint her as Fielding does.
The fact that he borrows his justification for her low manners from the
aoubrette of idle comedy is significant.

The introduction of other lower

class minor characters is explained away in tho same manner.

Translations

of English dramatic works were much more popular in the early states of anglomania, and our translator must have boon both interested and well-acquainted
with this background.

In fact, in the ”Lottre d’une Dame Anglaise,” he men¬

tions Cibber’s ”The Careless Husband,” Shakespeare as one of England’s moot
famous tragic poets, Otway’s play, ”Venico Preserved,” and the sad fate of
I'Tathaniel Lee.

Perhaps, too, his rather frequent substitution of dramatic

dialogue for Fielding’s indirect narration is further evidence of his interest
in tho drama.
notwithstanding the fairly faithful rendition of Slipslop, we must con¬
clude that the translator was guilty of many transgressions.
-
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It is apparent

that he belonged to the school of La Place and Le Tourneur* believers in
liberal emendations*

It ms the translator’s duty to modify works of foreign

literature to suit the neo-classical doctrines of the bienseances,

He was

supposed to ignore the inherent distinctiveness of the foreign author, and
to ”menager les lecteurs,”

As Desfontaines lias told us himself, those changes

which he made in ”The Rape of the Lock” were very slight and ”dana les regies,”
Haste, carelessness, and the fact that he did not understand the language
perfectly probably aocount for other inconsistencies and errors, aside from
the deliberate changes noted*
By and large, however, the survey of these findings indicates to us that
Desfontaines followed rather closely the dictates of ”good taste” prevalent
in French literature*

Further than this, the-conclusions which have just

been drawn are fundamentally in agreement with those'of Ur, Wilcox with re¬
gard to Provost’s translations of Richardson’s novels,

Mr, Wilcox finds
;

that Richardson enjoyed more popularity in France than he would have without
Provost’s alterations, and that the translations were most seriously un¬
faithful in the revision of the novels to meet the standards of French decorum*
In the large, these alterations consisted of conferring an artificial refine¬
ment in language and characters

in moderating the extravagance of language;

in reducing the space allotted to eccentric or indecorous characters;
the emission of scenes in whioh suffering is too vividly depicted;
o. general reduction of the text*

in

and in

Ho finds that Provost made an adaptation

rather than a translation, and that Prevost found distasteful that which is
most peculiarly Richardsonian,

With some justice, these same remarks may

bo applied to Desfontaines’s handling of Fielding’s masterpiece,

A succinct

statement of opinion on the translation, or adaptation, may be found in the
words of Mr* Cross, the well-known Fielding scholar, who says with some
asperity;
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”lt is a crude piece of work with many suppressions and some additions,
in no way doing justice to the original# Desfontaines had the presump¬
tion to make alterations in Fielding’s preface on the novelist’s art,
and to quote himself against the English author#”®
How Desfontaines himself regarded this particular piece of work and what
he thought ms his duty and privilege as the translator is expressed in the
close of the ”Lettre d’une Dame Anglaise*”

The reader will do well, while

reading these lines, to recall the Abbe''’s former chastened attitude and pro¬
testations after Dean Swift’3 indignation at the mutilation of Gulliver#
”J*ai fait beaucoup do changoments dans ma Traduction, parco que le
long scajour quo j’ai fait a S« Germain, b. Paris, puis a Montpellier,
m’a donnJ' la connaissanco du goGt Franqais# Ainsi j’ai supprime" certaines choses qui n’auraient pas plu on France, j’ai m6bie ose faire
"17 quelques additions que j *ai cru convenir* Commo los Franqais aimont
les ideas nettes, precises & liees, j’ai pris aussi la liberte de faire
quelques corrections a la Preface, qui, traduite litteralement, aurait
eu peut-etre de la peine S. se faire lire en France# Je souhaite que
dans l’£tat & dans la langue ou j’ai mis I’ouvrage de Mr# Fielding, il
soit goGt€ des Franqais, qui ont si bien requ l’Histoire de Pamela,
malgrb" la negligence du stile & la longueur do la narration# Cet
Ouvrage-oi est d’un goGt bien different, & dans un genre entierement
opposed” "
The translation of Pamela referred to is the one which is generally conceded
to be the work of Aubert de la Chesnaye-Desbois, rather than Frevost#

Reasons

for this opinion are that Prevest did not claim it, and that the translator
did not follow Provost’s method of making many alterations#

Vshoever did it

was quite faithful to the original, leaving nearly everything in#

It is ob¬

vious that this lengthy"narrative siyle did not appeal to Desfontaines, nor
did the digressiveness and particularity of the English novel#

Thus it ap¬

pears that he felt himself justified on the grounds of taste in making these
changes in the foreign work, and his own word is sufficient explanation for
the fact that he did so with Joseph Andrews#
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